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Preface
The main subject of this work is an antiferromagnetic material - CuMnAs. Its unique
properties are introduced and described in chapter 1 in the broad context of antiferromagnetic spintronics research and spin-orbit interaction. Chapter 2 presents the investigation
of the domain structure of CuMnAs and how it changes when the current pulses are applied in orthogonal directions as well as the correspondence between the electrical and
x-ray dichroism signals. Chapter 3 shows further studies concerning the single domain features manipulation with the current. Finally, the attempts of manipulation the CuMnAs
properties with the electric field applied perpendicular to the thin film through dielectric
barrier or ionic liquid are presented in chapter 4. The term ‘electrical manipulation’ in
the title is understood either as the current-induced switching effect of antiferromagnet
(this is described in chapters 1-3) or the effects related to exact electric field applied to
the material (chapter 4).
The author held an 11 months internship in the University of Nottingham that began during the first year of PhD studies in the Institute of Physics Polish Academy of
Sciences. The author joined the ongoing works in the spintronics group in Nottingham
which led to the co-authorship of reference [1]. Further works resulted in the successful
experiments presented in the reference [2] (corresponds to chapter 2) and subsequent collaboration with the spintronics group in Nottingham remaining until the end of the PhD
studies (chapters 3 and 4 and reference [3]). The author’s activity during the PhD studies
reached beyond the investigation of antiferromagnetic materials including magnetometry
and magnetotransport of diluted magnetic semiconductors and studying the critical temperature of superconductors in mK temperatures. These are not relevant to the thesis
and will not be described here, although some of them resulted in publications [4–6]. The
list of the author’s publications and presentations is provided in the previous section.
The author was also awarded with the fellowship for outstanding PhD students by the
president of Polish Academy of Sciences in 2017.
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Abstract
Although antiferromagnets were regarded as interesting materials, they seemed to have
no practical applications as pointed out by Nobel prize winner, Louis Néel. They remained
outshone by the ferromagnets that became key elements in spintronic devices. This has
changed recently. The theoretical and experimental studies revealed the possibility to reversibly change the spins direction in an antiferromagnet by the electrical current thanks
to spin-orbit interaction and specific symmetry properties of some of these materials. This
phenomenon – current-induced switching of antiferromagnet has attracted much attention
due to the potential applications in spintronics. If an antiferromagnet served as an active
memory element, the information would not be easily erased by the magnetic field unlike
for ferromagnetic devices.
This thesis investigates detailed microscopic picture of CuMnAs current-induced switching. The antiferromagnetic domain structure of CuMnAs is imaged and analysed with the
use of x-ray magnetic linear dichroism and photoemission electron microscopy (PEEMXMLD). The changes in the domain structure under the influence of current pulses are
studied. A clear correlation between the electrical signals and average domain orientation
is demonstrated. The results show directly the current-induced switching of antiferromagnetic moments. The work also shows the inhomogeneous behaviour at the submicron scale.
It highlights the complex nature of the switching process. Additionally, the work concerns
the ability to control the single domain or domain wall with the electrical current. The
possibility to set the single domain state in a certain area is shown. The reversible changes
in a 180◦ antiferromagnetic domain wall shape due to the change in current polarity is
presented. Fully reversible switching of single domain has not been achieved yet but the
possible reasons and solutions are discussed.
Moreover, this thesis also considers the electric field, not only electrical current, as a
potential tool to modify the properties of antiferromagnets. The influence of the electric
field applied to the thin antiferromagnetic structure of CuMnAs capped with AlOx in an
experimental geometry analogous to field effect transistors is studied. The experiments
demonstrate the ability to change the resistivity of the structure with the electric field.
The agreement between the magnitude of the effect and the calculation based on a model
of changing the carrier concentration has been observed. This study serves therefore as
a convenient groundwork for further studies aiming at determination of the electric field
influence on the magnetic order in – even metallic – antiferromagnets.
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Streszczenie
Pomimo, że antyferromagnetyki uznawane były za interesujące materiały to, wydawały
się nie mieć praktycznych zastosowań, jak stwierdził sam Louis Néel, laureat Nagrody
Nobla. Pozostawały one w cieniu ferromagnetyków, które to stały się kluczowymi elementami urządzeń spintronicznych. Tak było jeszcze do niedawna. Współczesne badania
teoretyczne i doświadczalne ujawniły możliwość odwracalnej zmiany kierunku spinów w
antyferromagnetyku przy pomocy prądu elektrycznego wykorzystując sprzężenie spinowoorbitalne i symetrię sieci krystalicznej niektórych antyferromagnetyków. To zjawisko przełączanie antyferromagnetyka indukowane prądem elektrycznym wzbudziło duże zainteresowanie ze względu na potencjalne zastosowania w spintronice.
Niniejsza rozprawa bierze za cel dokładny opis mikroskopowy efektu przełaczania antyferromagnetycznego CuMnAs prądem elektrycznym. Przedstawione jest obrazowanie
antyferromagnetycznej struktury domenowej CuMnAs i jej analiza za pomocą magnetycznego linowego dichroizmu promieni X oraz sprzężonego elektronowego mikroskopu fotoemisyjnego (PEEM-XMLD). Rozpatrywane są zmiany w strukturze domenowej wywołane
przepływem prądu. Pokazana jest jednoznaczna korelacja między sygnałami elektrycznymi
i uśrednioną orientacją domen. Uzyskane rezultaty bezsprzecznie pokazują zmianę orientacji momentów magnetycznych w badanym materiale pod wpływem prądu elektrycznego.
Pokazana została niejednorodność przestrzenna obserwowanego efektu przełączania. Ponadto, praca ta rozpatruje możliwość kontroli pojedynczych domen lub ścian domenowych
wykorzystując prąd elektryczny. Pokazana jest możliwość utworzenia jednorodej domeny
w pewnym obszarze materiału. Odwracalne zmiany w kształcie 180◦ antyferromagnetycznej ściany domenowej są obserwowane pod wpływem zmiany polaryzacji płynącego
prądu elektrycznego. Pełna odwracalność przełączania pojedynczej domeny nie została
osiągnięta; przedstawiono stosowną dyskusję dotycząca możliwych przyczyn i potencjalnych rozwiązań.
W końcu, praca ta rozpatruje również pole elektryczne, nie tylko prąd, jako potencjalne
narzędzie do modyfikacji właściwości antyferromagnetyka. Badany jest wpływ pola elektrycznego na cienkie warstwy CuMnAs pokrytego ochronnym tlenkiem glinu AlOx w konfiguracji eksperymentalnej analogicznej do tranzystora polowego. Doświadczenia pokazują
możliwość zmiany oporności rozpatrywanych struktur przy użyciu pola elektrycznego.
Prezentowana jest zgodność między wielkością tego efektu obserowaną w eksperymencie i
oszacowaną w oparciu o zmianę koncentracji nośników. Badania te stanowią solidną podstawę do kolejnych badań nad wpływem pola elektrycznego na porządek magnetyczny w
antyferromagnetykach, nawet tych o charakterze metalicznym.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

In the XXI century much data is stored in the form of magnetic memory e.g. hard disk
drives. All this data can be lost if the magnetic storage medium is exposed to an external
magnetic field. The use of materials that are robust to even strong magnetic field as active
memory element seem to be a solution to this problem. Antiferromagnets belong to these
materials. Although they comprise magnetic moments, they remain relatively insensitive
to magnetic field when compared to ferromagnets.
Antiferromagnet (AF) is a material in which neighbouring magnetic moments have
antiparallel orientation. Due to this fact the ideal collinear AF with no canting is magnetically compensated, that is, it exhibits zero net macroscopic magnetisation. This is
the reason for external magnetic field robustness. The same fact makes AF difficult to
manipulate. Different scenarios of how to do it are discussed in the following sections. The
efforts to develop these methods are worth undertaking as the AFs’ unique properties go
far beyond magnetic field robustness.
Another advantage of AFs over ferromagnets (FM) is the wide variety of them available at room temperatures [7]. They range from insulating oxides through semiconductors
to metals. The Néel temperatures, above which the AF order disappears, can reach values
much above room temperature (Mn2 Au preserves AF order up to the 920 K [8]). Interestingly, some AFs including CuMnAs can also exhibit coupling between the magnetic order
and topology of the band structure [9, 10].
Additionally, the study of AF has been considered as an alternative to search for
room temperature FM semiconductors [11] for spintronics applications. The encouraging
14
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theoretical prediction of room temperature FM in many magnetically doped semiconductors [12] together with extensive experimental study of (Ga,Mn)As, which became an
archetype material of FM semiconductors, brought significant contributions to the semiconductor physics [13, 14]. However, low Curie temperatures achieved experimentally due
to the solubility limit have prevented the direct applications in spintronics technologies
so far.
AFs as magnetically compensated materials, are not a source of stray magnetic field.
This fact can prevent the coupling between neighbouring memory cells (also called crosstalk) that becomes a problem in the field of miniaturization of FM memory elements.
Finally, the dynamics of magnetic moment reversal is much faster in AFs than in FMs
[15–17]. Corresponding magnon AFs frequencies are in the range of THz (ps oscillation
period) whereas for FMs it is GHz (ns oscillation period).

1.2
1.2.1

Selected properties of antiferromagnets
Basic definitions

Antiferromagnet is a material in which the spins are ordered in an antiparallel arrangement below the Néel temperature (TN ) [18]. Its origin an be understood in terms of
the negative exchange interaction integral, which in turn stems from the wave functions
symmetry considerations [19]. Antiferromagnet can be often considered as a sum of two
interpenetrating sublattices of opposite magnetisations (M+ and M− ) [19]. Numerous
arrangements of antiferromagnetic order are possible in real 3D systems depending on
the type of a crystal lattice. Examples of antiferromagnets on cubic lattice are shown in
Fig. 1.1. For the case of simple collinear AF with no canting of the magnetic moments the
net magnetisation will be zero. A useful vector quantity defined as the difference of the
magnetisation on each sublattice l = (M+ − M− ) is called staggered magnetisation [19],
Néel order parameter vector [20], antiferromagnetic order parameter [7] (it is here additionally divided by 2), AFM vector [21] or just Néel vector [22]. It is non-zero for the
temperatures below TN . The direction of the Néel vector will be called the spin axis of
AF.

1.2.2

Anisotropic magnetic susceptibility

Magnetic susceptibility of an AF depends on the magnetic field orientation with respect
to the spin axis. The exact behaviour of the AF depends on the crystalline anisotropy.
Generally, when B is applied perpendicular to the spins it can cause a canting of them
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Figure 1.1: Different type of antiferromagnetic arrangements on simple cubic lattices +
and - denotes two possible spin states. The figure is reproduced from [19].

and emergence of a non-zero magnetisation in the direction of B. When B is applied
parallel to the spins the response is much weaker. If the temperature is ramped above
then Néel temperature, susceptibilities become equal and behave like a paramagnet. The
representative case is depicted in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility in case of AF MnF2 as a function
of temperature. The figure is reproduced from [18].

The latter case, that is B parallel to the spins, can have different scenarios. If the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy is weak, at some point, where increasing B overcomes
anisotropy, the magnetic moments suddenly arrange perpendicular to the B. Afterwards,
increasing B causes canting until the saturation is reached. This is called spin-flop. If
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is large enough, B cannot overcome it but the magnetisation suddenly saturates due to the rotation of one of the sublattices which is called
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spin-flip. This is schematically depicted in the Fig. 1.3.
The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility can be studied by magnetometry or magnetotransport measurements. The latter method has been used by an author in the limit
of weak (< 0.4 T) in-plane magnetic field at room temperature for AF CuMnAs. No
significant changes of the resistivity has been observed. Investigation of the compound in
high magnetic field is another interesting and challenging topic that is being carried out
with the magnetometry and transport methods by the research groups in Nottingham
and Prague.

Figure 1.3: Magnetisation behaviour as a function of magnetic field applied to an AF [7].
The occurrence of spin-flop or spin-flip transitions depends on the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. The black arrows depict the behaviour of magnetic moments in the AF. Spin
sublattices are named with A and B letters.

1.2.3

Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)

One interesting property of magnetic materials is anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).
It occurs for both FM and AF. The effect has been observed already in XIX century by
Lord Kelvin [23]. He noticed that when the electrical current is applied to the ferromagnetic material the measured resistivity is different for the current flowing parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The ideas to explain it were formulated around 100
year later [24, 25]. In general, the AMR effect is considered to occur due to the spin-orbit
interaction [24, 25]. What is especially important in this work, the AMR is an even function of the magnetic moment, so the orientation of the magnetic order is not important,
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only the axis. Thus, AMR is present for both FM and AF.
The AMR effect can be studied in metallic ferromagnets by ab-initio methods [26,27].
Studying the changes in the density of states induced by the spin rotation with respect
to crystalline axes [28] can reflect the anisotropy of transport properties and the presence
of AMR. The tunneling form of AMR (TAMR) had been also studied [29–31] and predicted to exist in Mn2 Au and MnIr [32]. TAMR or ARM was also experimentally studied
in many AF systems like semiconducting Sr2 IrO4 [33], hexagonal MnTe [34] or metallic
IrMn [35], FeRh [28, 36], Mn2 Au [37–39] and CuMnAs [1, 2, 40].
The essence of the AMR effect is the dependence of the resistivity on the angle (φ)
between the current density vector and spin axis (magnetisation vector for FM or Néel
vector for AF). The phenomenological expressions of non-crystalline AMR describing
the dependence of the resistivity on the angle between the current density vector and
magnetic moment may have the following form and are often met in the literature (for
example [41, 42]):
ρxx = ρ⊥ + (ρk − ρ⊥ ) cos2 φ,

(1.1)

2ρxy = (ρk − ρ⊥ ) sin(2φ),

(1.2)

where ρxx and ρxy are resistivities measured along the current flow direction (longitudinal resistivity) and perpendicular to it (transverse resistivity), respectively. ρk and ρ⊥
denote resistivity measured along the spin axis and perpendicular to it, respectively.
The angle between the spin axis and current direction is represented by φ. The above
expressions are illustrated in Fig. 1.4 and 1.5. These equations are appropriate for the
polycrystalline, isotropic materials or cases where the crystalline anisotropy can be neglected (non-crystalline AMR). In more general case, the dependence of the resistivity
on the angle between the current density vector and crystalline axes should be also considered [27, 43, 44]. This is called crystalline AMR which is typically much weaker but
in some cases can have a significant contribution to the AMR or even dominate [27]. In
this work, it is assumed that non-crystalline AMR is sufficient to describe measured structures. The transverse resistance part ρxy of AMR is sometimes also called planar Hall effect
(PHE) [42,45]. However, in some systems PHE may have a different origin than AMR [46].
Fig. 1.4 and 1.5 show the qualitative behavior of the AMR. Longitudinal resistance
reaches extreme values for φ = nπ/2 (where n is a natural number). It can be easily spotted
here that changing the orientation of the magnetisation vector by 180◦ does not change
the resistivity value. For the transverse resistivity the extreme values are φ = nπ/2 + π/4
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Figure 1.4: The longitudinal resistance as a function of the angle between the spin axis
and current density vector in AMR effect
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Figure 1.5: The transverse resistance as a function of the angle between the spin axis and
current density vector in AMR effect.
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(where n is a natural number). The latter fact may seem counterintuitive, but it leads to
the important conclusion, that the largest differences in ρxy AMR signal can be observed
when current density vector form 45◦ angle with respect to the spin axis. Consequently,
this is reflected in the device fabrication design [1]. Unless there are other effects than
AMR causing non-zero transverse voltage, the ρxy should oscillate around zero, and ρxx
around an offset value ρk . Practically, in experiments involving AMR, large offset in ρxy
can often be a sign of defected device, and thus undesired current path, and means that not
true value of ρxy is being measured. On the other hand, a small offset usually is detected
due to a misalignment of two hall probes. This offset is usually subtracted from the data.
It should be also noted that AMR had found application in the electronic market [47]
- it had been used in reading heads of hard disc drives before being replaced by giant
magnetoresistance heads.

1.2.4

X-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD)

Antiferromagnets (along with FM) exhibit anisotropy of linearly polarised x-ray absorption which is called x-ray linear dichroism [48–50]. The x-ray radiation absorbed by a
medium is described by the absorption coefficient. It changes with the energy of incoming
photons. At some specific energies the absorption coefficient may suddenly increase. These
energies are resonances with the electron transitions in a studied medium and specific to
the absorbing element. At the energies covered by x-ray radiation it may be a photoelectric effect where an electron is excited from a low energy bound state to an empty state
above the Fermi level. These resonances are called absorption edges. Here, the L3 edge of
Mn2+ ion will be mainly considered. L3 Mn2+ edge is the resonance with the transition
between 2p and 3d electron states [50]. Due to the spin-orbit splitting the transition from
p state can originate either from 2p3/2 (L3 ) or from 2p1/2 (L2 ) spin orbit split p state sublevels. The experimental observation of a spectrum around L edges for Mn2+ in CuMnAs
is presented in the Fig. 1.6.
The absorption can also differ depending on the polarisation vector direction of the
photon with respect to the (I) crystalline axes of a material or (II) its spin axis. This
effect is called a dichroism. In the first case it can be named a natural dichroism. It
occurs due to the anisotropic electron density. It is especially important for single crystals
when no averaging over different crystalline axes directions occurs [50]. The second one
is called magnetic dichroism and it is caused by the directional (in case of FM) or axial
(in AF) alignment of spins. Considering the magnetic dichroism for circularly/linearly
polarised x-ray beam the abbreviation XMCD/XMLD is used. In general, XMLD arises if
the exchange and spin-orbit interactions break the spherical symmetry in either or both
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Figure 1.6: The XAS spectrum collected for the CuMnAs sample around L Mn2+ edge
with the PEEM detection. The spin-orbit splitting of the ground state is clearly visible.
There is also a multiplet (fine structure) of the edges visible. The inset shows the scheme
of the transitions between the states (the spin-orbit splitting of the ground state only is
considered).

of the initial |ai and final |bi states involved in the electronic transitions [50]. The XMLD
difference intensity can be obtained from two measurements with E vector parallel and
perpendicular to the sample magnetisation direction (FM) or spin axis (AF) [50]:
∆IXMLD = Ik − I⊥

(1.3)

where I are corresponding absorption intensity. Additionally, the measured intensity can
be also considered as a function of the angle θ between the polarisation vector  of the
x-ray beam and the symmetry axis (for example spin axis l) [2, 50, 51]:
I(θ) = Ik cos2 θ + I⊥ sin2 θ = I0 + I2 cos 2θ

(1.4)

Where I0 and I2 are defined in the following way:





(1.5)





(1.6)

I0 = Ik + I⊥ /2
I2 = Ik − I⊥ /2

Generally, the probability of the transition between different quantum states can be
described by Fermi’s Golden Rule. It expresses the transition probability per unit time,
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Tif , from a state i to the state f in the first order in the following manner [50]:
Tif =

2π
2
|hf |H 0 |ii| δ(εi − εf )ρ(εf )
h̄

(1.7)

The hf | and |ii denote the wavefunctions of the final and initial combined electron-photon
state in bra-ket notation. H 0 stands for the interaction Hamiltonian, that is the perturbation to the system. δ(εi − εf ) is a Dirac delta function of the difference between the
energies of the initial and final state and ρ(εf ) is the density of final states per unit energy.
Such treatment can be used to describe many quantum mechanical processes in particular
it may be useful to describe x-ray absorption. By separating the matrix element into the
photon and electronic part in Eq. 1.7 [50], the matrix elements can be expressed in terms
of transitions between two electronic states |ai and |bi for the process of x-ray absorption:
D

E

M = b|p · eik·r |a = hb|p ·  (1 + ik · r + ...) |ai ≈ hb|p · |ai = ime ω hb|r · |ai

(1.8)

where p is electron momentum vector,  the unit photon polarisation vector and k is the
photon wavevector, i is imaginary unit, me is the electron mass, ω is the photon frequency
associated with the transition from |ai to |bi electronic state and r is length operator. It is
often sufficient to stay within dipole approximation. This approximation is justified when
the absorbing atomic shell is small compared to the X-ray wavelength. The resonance
intensity of x-ray absorption in proportional to the transition matrix element:
I ∝ |hb| · r|ai|2

(1.9)

From the above it can be seen that the calculation of the absorption intensity relies on
evaluation of the polarisation dependent transition matrix element. The inspection of the
matrix elements that are non-zero yields the selection rules that dictate possible transitions and their intensities. The optical dipole selection rules indicate the total angular
momentum between the states can change in the following way: ∆J = 0, ±1 [48, 52]. The
different selection rules apply for the linear polarisation parallel to the magnetic moment
( k l: ∆m = 0) and perpendicular to the moment ( ⊥ l: ∆m = ±1) [49]. They reflect
the angular momentum conservation law. A circularly polarised photon carries the angular momentum equal to ±h̄ in the direction of propagation and the sign dependent on
helicity. Linearly polarised light can be understood as a superposition of two circularly
polarised beams. The photon’s angular momentum is entirely transferred to the photoelectron in the absorption process [53].
The example of 6 S5/2 atomic ground state (Mn2+ , Fe3+ ) will be considered to present
how the selection rules affect the spectrum [49]. The ground state splits in the magnetic
field into six levels m = −5/2, −3/2 ...5/2 and at T =0 only the m = −5/2 state is occupied.
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The final state is descried by the J 0 which is good quantum number due to the large core
hole spin orbit interaction. Figure 1.7 shows that for the x-ray beam linearly polarised
along the magnetic moment ( k l) only two final states (∆J = +1, 0) are accessible due
to the ∆m = 0 condition, unlike for the beam linearly polarised perpendicular for the
magnetic moment ( ⊥ l) where all three final states (∆J = +1, 0, −1) can be reached
in the optical transition. This simple model can be further complicated by crystal field
effects but it is sufficient to illustrate the appearance of large dichroism effects.

Figure 1.7: The illustration of the emergence of polarisation dependence x-ray absorption
spectrum. The horizontal thin black lines symbolises states of an ion split in the magnetic
field of distinct magnetic quantum number m and total angular momentum J. The red
thick lines denotes the ground state occupied in T =0 and possible final states of the
optical transition. The red arrows denotes the transitions allowed by the dipole selection
rules. The crossed black arrow is the forbidden transition.

The first theoretical predictions of x-ray dichroism concerned XMCD [54]. XMLD was
shown to occur in rare-earth [48,55] and transition metal ions [56] with a good correspondence between theoretical calculations and experiment. It can be a useful tool to determine
magnitude, orientation, temperature and magnetic field dependence of the magnetic moment [48]. XMLD may provide information about magnetocrystalline anisotropy [57–59].
Since the polarisation dependence is varying as hM 2 i it is possible to study the effect
in both FM and AF materials [49, 60]. First AF domain structure imaging by XMLD
combined with photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM-XMLD) was done for LaFeO3
epitaxial thin films [61] and then for many other materials. Selected examples can be
found in the following references [51,62–64]. In this work the XMLD effect will be used to
determine the spin axis direction. The practical realisation of the XMLD measurements
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will be discussed in section 1.8 and chapter 2.3.

1.3

Antiferromagnets in spintronics

The zero net magnetic moment in AFs makes them robust to even a strong external
magnetic field. For the same reason they are also hard to manipulate. To exploit the advantages of AF in spintronics applications different attempts of affecting the spins in AF
have been studied.
The first group of methods use a ferromagnetic (FM) layer placed adjacent to AF.
The exchange interaction interface between FM and AF across the interface results in the
group of effects named exchange bias. It manifests itself as a shift in the hysteresis loop
of FM in magnetic or transport measurements. It is usually regarded as a consequence
of strong exchange coupling between the atomic layers of AF and FM but the detailed
picture is not clear. Applying an external magnetic field to AF-FM heterostructure may
result in aligning FM spins along the field. Due to the exchange interaction the AF spins
tilt following the direction of the FM. The effect is the strongest for the interfacial spins
and weaker for spins more distant from the interface if the in-plane crystalline anisotropy
is considered. It is often called the exchange spring effect due to the gradual change of
the spin direction while moving in the direction perpendicular to the plane (Fig. 1.8). It
was studied for Co/NiO interface by means of x-ray magnetic dichroism [62].

Figure 1.8: The scheme presenting the formation of the antiferromagnetic exchange spring.
The FM moment aligns along the field direction creating a planar domain wall in the AF.
The figure is reproduced from [62].

This approach can be further used to construct a device in which the AF spins tilt may
be sensed with more accessible techniques that are resistance (tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance - TAMR) and magnetometry (SQUID) measurements [35]. In antiferromagnetbased tunnel junction, magnetic field application results in FM moment reversal. The
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adjacent AF layer tilts as shown in Fig. 1.9. The angle between the spin axes in the AF
and the FM changes when the FM layer is reversed. It can be detected by the TAMR. The
TAMR can reach values of 160% at T =4 K and decreases to few percents at T =100 K.

Figure 1.9: The multilayer scheme (right) used for studying the magnetoresistance (left)
arising due to the exchange spring effect induced by the magnetic field. The insets represents the spin axes directions in NiFe (FM layer) and IrMn (AF layer) for positive and
negative in-plane magnetic field. The figure is reproduced from [35].

Existence of materials exhibiting an AF-FM phase transition allows to use heating
and field-cooling procedure to set the direction of the spin axis in AF. This approach
was studied in the case of FeRh which remains AF until around 100 K above room temperature and then orders ferromagnetically [28] (Fig. 1.10). Two states of the spin axis
ordered in orthogonal directions can be distinguished by resistance measurement (due
to the anisotropy of magnetoresistance - AMR). In the AF phase the two states remain
distinct up to the highest applied magnetic field (9 T).
Moreover, AF order can be manipulated on the atomic level. Sophisticated spinpolarised scanning tunneling microscopy (S-STM) was shown to detect and switch between two spin states of a chain of a few Fe atoms [65] (Fig. 1.11).
The influence of the electric field on AFs has also been studied. It often concerns multiferroic materials. In EuTiO3 the possibility to control the competing FM/AF interactions
was demonstrated [66, 67]. Very popular multiferroic BiFeO3 exhibits antiferromagnetic
domain reconfiguration under the influence of electric field [68]. Eventually, prototype
purely AF mangetoelectric random access memory has been presented - a gate voltage
was used to control uncompensated magnetisation in AF Cr2 O3 that emerges due to the
linear magnetoelectric effect [69]. The distinct states of the memory cell are sensed by
the spinning current anomalous hall magnetometry in thin adjacent Pt layer where the
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Figure 1.10: Field cooling procedure allows to set the spin axis in the AF state of FeRh.
Perpendicular arrangements of the spins (red and blue) results in distinctive resistance
states due to the AMR effect (on the right). The figure is reproduced from [28].

Figure 1.11: Tunneling current can switch the spin state of the Fe atoms in a chain. Spin
polarised apex of the STM tip can be thus used both to set and image the magnetic state.
The figure reproduced from [65].
magnetic moment is induced due to the proximity of the uncompensated magnetisation
in Cr2 O3 [70].
The electric field applied to metallic IrMn modifies anomalous hall effect in adjacent
FM, which shows the change in the exchange spring effect in the stack [71, 72]. The possible explanation includes modification of surface anisotropy in the AF layer but detailed
picture is missing. The electric field applied a piezoelectric substrate underneath Mn2 Au
affects the anisotropy of a layer and consequently current-induced switching of Mn2 Au [73].
Optical methods can be also applied in AF manipulation. Rare-earth orthoferrites
such as TmFeO3 exhibit AF order and strong temperature-dependent anisotropy. A pump-
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probe technique was used to reorient the spins in this material and study the reorientation
process [16]. An ultrashort laser pulse (pump) was used to excite localised electronic states
of Fe3+ and Tm3+ ions. Due to the electron-phonon relaxation and phonon-phonon interaction the subpicosecond anisotropy change process occurred. The spins precessed around
new equilibrium direction which was monitored by time-resolved linear magnetic birefringence (probe). The AF spins reorientation timescale is few picoseconds time which was a
remarkable result comparing to FM exhibiting GHz magnon frequencies.
Eventually, spin-orbit interaction can be used to modify the magnetic order. The
current flow in the potential gradient in the crystal can result in exerting torques on ions’
magnetic moments. They are called spin-orbit torques. Successful control of magnetisation
by spin orbit torque in FM (Ga,Mn)As [74] and room temperature FM NiMnSb [75] has
been demonstrated. The next sections are devoted to the explanation how spin orbit
torques can be exploited in AFs.

1.4

Spin-orbit coupling and spin polarisation in crystals

Spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic effect that can be derived from the full form of
Dirac equation. Additional terms compared to the Schrődinger equation arise due to the
relativistic corrections [76,77]. The spin-orbit term can be expressed in the following way:
E×p
(1.10)
mc2
Where µB is Bohr magneton, σ is the vector of Pauli spin matrices, E is electric field
HSO ∼ µB σ

vector and p momentum vector of a moving particle, m is its mass and c is the speed of
light in vacuum. σ can be equally well expressed by spin operator S, E by ∇V and p by
velocity v or wavevector k. Hence, there is a wide variety of forms expressing spin-orbit
coupling that can be met in literature, but the essence is that it couples spin to the motion
of a particle in an external electric field. It should be noted that the last part of the term
above has the form of effective magnetic field:
E×p
(1.11)
mc2
Which will be later called spin-orbit field (or SO field). So an external electric field
Beff ∼

(potential gradient) acting on a moving particle in relativistic approach causes an occurrence of effective magnetic field (SO field) that can act on the particle’s spin. In other
words, this electric field results in lifting the degeneracy of the spin-levels in the system.
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In classical framework, a similar result can be obtained by considering an electron moving
in the electric field of the atom’s core. In its rest frame it experiences the magnetic field
coming from the moving core and Lorenz transformation of the electric field.
In solid state E originates from the potential gradient E = −∇V . The source of it
can be very different starting from internal atomic structure, defects, interfaces, externally applied voltage or crystal symmetry. Depending on the landscape of the potential,
the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian can assume different forms. When the potential is
centrosymmetric like in a single atom Hamiltonian, it can be expressed as:
HSO ∼ L · S

(1.12)

The two most often considered cases are Dresselhaus and Rashba symmetry. The first
one describes III-V semiconductor in zincblende structure that lacks inversion symmetry
(e.g. GaAs) [78]. Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling has an elaborated form involving cubic
terms in momentum. However, application of strain along (001) results in a linear form
in the in-plane momentum [77]:
HD1 ∼ p2z · (px σx − py σy )

(1.13)

The Rashba spin-orbit coupling [79] is a phenomenological model of 2D system when
electric field is externally applied in perpendicular direction. It is expressed by:
HR = (αR /h̄) · (z × p) · σ = (αR /h̄) · (px σy − py σx )

(1.14)

Where αR is Rashba parameter and h̄ is the reduced Plank constant. It should be
emphasised that Rashba spin-orbit Hamiltonian is only an approximation and should be
used with caution when referring to realistic systems. Regardless of the form, spin orbit
coupling lock spin to the linear momentum and introduces a splitting between different
spin sub-levels. Diagrams showing schematically examples of spin textures on 2D Fermi
surfaces may be an additional help to analyse the problem (Fig. 1.12). Each point on the
graph represents a value and orientation of the k vector in (x, y) Cartesian coordinate
system. The circle corresponds to the Fermi level of the system in the equilibrium state.
The arrows shows symbolically the direction of the spin of the lowest energy at different
points on the Fermi surface.
The above consideration refers to the equilibrium state, but it is worth seeing what
happens if there is an in-plane electric field applied to the system causing a current flow.
Then, the Fermi surface shifts slightly, so that there is a net current flowing, and non-zero
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Figure 1.12: Spin textures of the (a) Rashba and (b) Dresselhaus type. The dark circle
represents the Fermi surface and red arrows, the spin direction of the lower energy. There
is a different rotation of the spin on the Fermi surface in these two cases.
average kav vector (let us assume in x direction) what is shown on Fig. 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: The Rashba spin texture of a system in which electrical current is flowing
along the x direction (as indicated by the blue arrow). Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.12
with additional indication of larger population of spins up (thick arrows) and smaller
population of spins down (thin arrows).

Since there is a spin-orbit interaction in the system there is also a non-zero average spin, that is in case of Rashba always perpendicular to the current density vector
J k kav ⊥ Sav . Thus, a current flow results in a non-zero spin polarisation integrated
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over the whole Fermi surface. This is often called inverse spin galvanic effect (ISGE) or
Edelstein effect [80, 81]. The direction of the spin polarisation is dependent on the direction of the applied current and in Rashba case is always perpendicular to it.
If there are magnetic ions in the a material, they may interact with SO field produced
by the spin polarisation of the carriers and respond to it. Hence, the control of the collective magnetisation should be possible by applying electrical current in a system that lacks
spatial inversion symmetry, for example in (Ga,Mn)As [82]. Indeed, experimentally it was
shown that it is possible to influence the magnetisation in ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As by
SO field [74]. Reversible switching of magnetisation was achieved by applying pulses of
current of changing polarity (Fig. 1.14 and 1.15), which was detected by Rxy . The resulting state of the magnetisation after the current pulse is not exactly perpendicular to the
current path because also crystalline anisotropy of (Ga,Mn)As exerts its own torque.
Spin orbit interaction preserves time-reversal symmetry which means that:
Beff (p) · σ = −Beff (−p) · σ

(1.15)

So the spin orbit field must be an odd function of momentum B(−p) = −B(p) [77].
Thus, SO field may be non-zero when crystal does not have a spatial inversion symmetry, but this statement needs further explanation. It was generally accepted that crystals
having spatial inversion symmetry are not interesting from the point of view of SO field
resulting in net spin-polarisation of the carriers. In fact, it was shown that these are local
symmetries of the atomic sites rather than the asymmetries of the crystal group that
govern the existence of SO fields [83]. It means that even in compounds exhibiting spatial
inversion centre of symmetry SO field and spin polarisation can exist but on the local
level, that is on the lengths smaller that single unit cell. The necessary condition for that
is local asymmetry of the atomic site. In that way, even in silicon, having diamond like
structure, there is a ‘hidden’ spin polarisation of the current. However, spin polarisation
of the carriers around different atoms in the unit cell has the opposite sign, and averaging
over the whole crystal gives zero net spin polarisation (this is schematically presented in
Fig. 1.16). Therefore, this effect had been overlooked until recently [83].

1.5

Néel order spin orbit torque in anitferromagnets

Some antiferromagnets possess the inversion centre of symmetry. Especially interesting
are these, in which two spin-sublattices are inversion symmetry partners. It means that
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Figure 1.14: Atomic force microscope image of a (Ga,Mn)As device of 6 µm diameter with
8 electrical non-magnetic contacts that was used to demonstrate switching the magnetisation direction [74].

Figure 1.15: In ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As that lacks in spatial inversion symmetry it is
possible to change the direction of magnetisation by applying electrical current pulses. By
applying current pulses of alternating polarity, magnetisation can be switched between
[010] and [-100] directions which is visible in transverse resistance changes (AMR) plotted
in the bottom panel. The pictures adapted from [74] with slight modification.
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Figure 1.16: The upper panel shows the crystal structure of GaAs. The zinc blende structure of the material lacks inversion symmetry. Due to the non-symmetric local charge
distribution around As ions, a current gains a spin polarisation which is represented by
pcurr,1 vector. The same happens around the Ga ion where a current gains a different spin
polarisation represented by pcurr,2 . Averaging the spin polarisation over the whole unit cell
gives a non-zero-value. In case of (Ga,Mn)As some of the Ga position are replaced by Mn.
The bottom panel shows the structure of Si is presented. In this case all atomic sites are
occupied by the same ion – Si. Therefore, the structure has an inversion symmetry centre
marked by the yellow dot. However, at the position of the Si-ion the inversion symmetry
is broken, the current gains a local spin polarisation at the two atomic sites. Due to the
symmetry, the spin polarisation integrated over the whole unit cell cancels out, but it is
equal in size but of opposite sign at the two Si ion sites.
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the inversion centre is located so that inversion operation replace sublattice ‘A’ with ‘B’
and the reverse. Mn2 Au and CuMnAs fulfill this criterion [1,84]. Hence, moving from spin
sublattice A to B, both torques exerted on the magnetic ion and spin of the ion change
sign. In other words, we can say about an effective SO field that is staggered or ‘Néelorder’, so it changes its sign with the same periodicity as the sign of spins of magnetic
ions in the lattice. Therefore SO field couples to the magnetic order in the material and
new equilibrium state of the spin axis of antiferromagnet can be expected. Such prediction was initially presented by ab-initio methods for 2D model of Rashba Hamiltonian in
Mn2 Au and appropriate experiment was proposed [84]. CuMnAs is a compound of similar
symmetry – it has two spin sublattices that form inversion partners (Fig. 1.17) [1, 85, 86].

Figure 1.17: Tetragonal structure of CuMnAs. The yellow dot represent the inversion
symmetry centre [1].

The two sublattices of Mn ions in CuMnAs crystal are indicated in Fig. 1.17 with different orientation of the arrows. The sign of the inverse spin-galvanic effect is opposite on
sublattice A and B (Fig. 1.18) as confirmed by the microscopic ab-initio calculations [1] in
analogy to Mn2 Au [84]. Since the spin polarisation of the carriers in places of the crystal
corresponding to two different sublattices is opposite, the sign of the SO field acting on
magnetic ions is also opposite at these places (Fig. 1.19). In other words, carriers exert
Néel-ordered field-like torque on the ions’ spins [84]. Applying sufficiently large current
should result in rotation of the Mn2+ spins.
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Figure 1.18: Different orientation of ISGE in CuMnAs on two different sublattices of Mn
ions. The black arrow indicates the current flow direction and the orange and purple arrow
in the circles effective spin polarisation [1].

Figure 1.19: The effective SO field perpendicular to the magnetic moment per 107 Acm−2
on sublattice A (red) and B (purpule) as a function of the angle between magnetic moment
and x direction [100] according to the microscopic simulations. The current flow is along
x [100] or y [010] axes. [1].
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The theoretical predictions of current-induced switching of an antiferromagnet were
proved by experiments with CuMnAs [1] and later also with Mn2 Au [38, 39]. The original
experiment was conducted on the 8-arm cross devices fabricated from CuMnAs layer by
means of photolithography and wet etching. Two orthogonal pairs of arms were designed
to apply high density current pulses. The additional four arms tilted by 45◦ with respect
to the other four play a significant role in AMR measurement as the Rxy in AMR has the
extrema in the 45◦ angle. The example of such a device is presented in Fig. 1.20.

Figure 1.20: The microphotograph of the 8-arm device. The thick arms are parallel to the
[100] and [010], and the other thin are parallel to [110] and [-110]. Long red and black
arrows denotes the directions of the pulsing current. Spin axis direction that is set with
the pulse is denoted by the arrows in the very centre of the device of the corresponding
colour. The green arrow represents the direction of the probing current and AMR effect
measured in the transverse resistivity is measured between contacts signed + and - [1].

The experiment was conducted as follows. Firstly, the current pulse is sent to set
the direction of the spin axis. Its density is around 1 MAcm−2 . Then, a few seconds of
waiting time take place to allow heat to dissipate. After this time, the AMR is measured
(it can be transverse resistance as in Fig 1.20 but also longitudinal resistance) using a
much smaller probing current (typically two orders of magnitude lower than the pulsing
current). Then, another pulse is applied in the same or orthogonal direction. A result of
such experiment is presented in Fig. 1.21. In this case a train of 3 pulses is sent in one
direction. Time duration of each pulse is 50 ms. The resulting current density during the
pulse is 4 MAcm−2 . The transverse resistance is measured after 10 s of waiting time after
the pulse. Afterwards, pulses in orthogonal direction are applied. The constant offset was
subtracted from the data. The experiment was done at room temperature, without the
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assistance of external magnetic field.

Figure 1.21: The transverse resistance measured after high density current pulse. The
colour of the dot corresponds to the direction of the pulse noted in the Fig. 1.20 [1].

Current pulses change the resistance signal (both longitudinal and transverse) in a
reproducible and reversible way. There is a dependence of the resistance change on the
current pulse direction. There is also a dependence of a resistance change on the magnitude of the current pulse and on the time duration of the pulse (Fig. 1.22). The effect of
resistance changes becomes visible between 2 and 4 MAcm−2 . The symmetry of the AMR
signals corresponds well with the model presented above, in which the current changes
the spin axis direction during the pulse. Fig. 1.21 and Fig. 1.22 clearly show that multiple
pulsing in the same direction results in changes in the transverse resistance. The first
change is the largest, then they are decreasing. It suggests that we deal not with the
single magnetic domain, but with multiple-domain system. It is further discussed during
the PEEM-XMLD images analysis in the chapter 2.
So far electrical measurements of CuMnAs switching have been discussed. Another
valuable way to have an insight of the magnetic properties is turning to XMLD-PEEM
technique. The brief analysis of the magnetic contrast is presented [1]. After applying
the current pulse, magnetic contrast was revealed to be different in the places when the
current path had been parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the beam (neglecting small grazing angle). This can be easily spotted when comparing panels F and G in
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Figure 1.22: The dependence of the transverse resistance (measured after the pulse) on
the pulse duration and magnitude. [1].

Fig. 1.23. It indicates different domain orientation in these two areas. It can be interpreted
as a result of the current pulse that had aligned the spin axis perpendicular to the current
path. It is consistent with the geometry of the torque exerted on the spin axis by current
as discussed in the previous paragraphs.
The electrical and PEEM-XMLD experiments described in reference [1] give the experimental confirmation of the Néel order spin-orbit torque. However, a more detailed
picture of the microscopic domain structure behaviour in CuMnAs is desired. Also, a direct correspondence between the magnitudes of the changes in resistance and magnetic
contrast in PEEM-XMLD is very interesting. It means a more quantitative approach and
performance a simultaneous AMR and PEEM-XMLD measurements in-situ on the same
sample. Finally, different geometry of the pulsing can be introduced, using all arms of a
device to eliminate the possibility of anisotropy of heating or anisotropy of elastic effects
due to the high density of the current. These issues will be the presented in the next
chapter.
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Figure 1.23: PEEM-XMLD images of CuMnAs surface [1]. (A) The scheme of measurement configuration. The single red arrow represents the orientation of the x-ray beam
coming at the grazing angle to the sample surface. The polarisation of the beam is given
by the red double arrow. The yellow cross is the shape of the device that central region
is being imaged. (B) The absorption image of the central region of the device with 15
µm field of view (the whole visible area corresponds to the square marked with black
dashed line in D optical image). (C) XMLD-PEEM scan before applying a current pulse.
The area is of 5 µm field of view and corresponds to the blue square in B. (D) Optical
micrograph of the measured device. The red-black arrow Jwrite indicates the current pulse
direction. (E) XMLD-PEEM image of the central region, 13 µm field of view (corresponds
to the red square in B) after the train of 3 subsequent current pulses. The current density
equaled 6 × 106 Acm−2 and lasted for 50 ms. (F) The same as E but zoomed into 4 µm
field of view in the neighbourhood of the upper arm (marked as a yellow square in E).
(G) The same as E but zoomed into 4 µm field of view in the neighbourhood of the right
arm (marked as a green square in E).
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Figure 1.24: The simplified scheme of the data presented in the Fig. 1.24. Different contrast in different regions of the sample on the PEEM-XMLD images indicate different
domain orientation. It is consistent with the expected direction of the Néel-order spin orbit torque. The red single arrow represent the x-ray beam direction, double arrow shows
beam polarisation, black arrows present the spin axis in the material and the violet arrow
indicates the current path direction.

1.6

Dynamics of magnetic moment

The dynamics of a magnetic moment M placed in a magnetic field H can be described
by Landau Lifshitz Gilbert equation [87]:

Figure 1.25: Landau Lifshitz Gilbert equation with additional scheme to illustrate the
directions of torque components
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The first term describes the precession of a magnetic moment in an (effective) magnetic field. Without interaction with an external environment the precession is the only
process and will be infinite. The interaction with the external environment is responsible
for the second, damping term. It allows the magnetic moment to reach the lowest energy
state, that is the magnetic moment parallel to the magnetic field. Finally, additional terms
may be present (τ 0 ) when considering a spin current flowing through a magnetic thin film
(antidamping torque) [87, 88].
Any torque acting on magnetic spin, regardless of its form, can be decomposed to
three components. The first is parallel to a magnetic moment (which is not interesting
because it does not result in a change in M ). The second component is perpendicular to
the plane defined by the magnetic moment and effective magnetic field (which is called
field-like torque and it is ∝ M × H and represented by a blue circle in Fig. 1.25 which
symbolises the vector out of plane of the scheme). The last component is perpendicular
to the magnetic moment and lies in plane defined by the magnetic moment and effective
magnetic field (which is called spin transfer torque/ Slonczewski torque/ antidamping
torque) and has the form of ∝ M × (M × H).

Figure 1.26: The figure is reproduced from [89] with slight modification.
For the case of Néel spin-orbit torque described in section 1.5, the local spin polarisation of the carriers can act as an effective magnetic field for magnetic ions. The
corresponding torque is a field like torque that is dMA,B /dt ∝ MA,B × pA,B , where the p
denotes the carriers’ spin polarisation vector and indicies indicate the magnetic sublattice.
The magnetic moment M changes the sign between the sublattices and so does the spin
polarisation vector p. Consequently, the sign of the torque acting on two sublattices is the
same. This causes a tilt in antiparallel alignment of the spins that acts against exchange
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interaction (see Fig. 1.26) and consequently an emergence of non-zero net magnetic moment. High energy of such excitation leads to a high frequency of the magnetic moment
rotation. It relaxes fast rotating towards new equilibrium state defined by the spin polararisation of the carriers [15,84,89]. The antidamping torques have also been considered
as a potential tool to control AF in heterostructures [21, 84, 90–92].

1.7

Properties of CuMnAs

CuMnAs is a compound exhibiting room-temperature antiferromagnetic order [93,94].
Direct synthesis from the elements results in a bulk material of orthorhombic (Pnma)
structure [93]. Tetragonal phase of CuMnAs (P4/nmm), which is more compatible with
conventional semiconductor substrates, can be grown on GaAs(001) or GaP(001) by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The structure of the material with its parameters was
determined with combined experimental and computational method [11, 95] and the type
of the antiferromagnetic order with neutron diffraction technique [86]. The unit cell is
presented in Fig. 1.27.

Figure 1.27: Tetragonal unit cell structure of CuMnAs with crystal lattice parameters and
arrangement of spins of Mn ions that was revealed by neutron diffraction studies. Figure
reproduced from [86].

In CuMnAs all nearest neighbouring magnetic moments couple antiferromagnetically
with no frustration. The Néel temperature of CuMnAs is TN = 480±5 K [86], which is high
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Figure 1.28: Neutron diffraction peaks obtained at various temperatures for the (100)
atomic plane (left) with Gaussian fits (lines) measured for the 500 nm CuMnAs on GaP.
On the right, there are temperature-dependent intensities of the neutron diffraction peaks
for the (100) reflection (circles) and the (001) reflection (squares) plotted with the pawer
law fits of the form (TN − T )2β . The determined TN is (480 ± 5) K. Figure reproduced
from [86].
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Figure 1.29: Temperature derivative of the longitudinal resistivity calculated for the measured longitudinal resistivity vs temperature dependence for the hall bar device made of
the VH02 CuMnAs layer (which is 20nm CuMnAs grown on GaP). The measurement is
performed in high temperature system in 4-probe configuration. There is a broad peak
visible centered in T = 470 ± 5 K, which can be attributed to the transition from AF to
PM phase. The breadth of the peak can indicate magnetic inhomogeneity of the sample.
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above room temperature - making CuMnAs an attractive compound in terms of application in antiferromagnetic spintronics. The Néel temperature has been determined from
neutron diffraction studies [86] (Fig. 1.28) or by measurements of resistivity derivative
with respect to temperature (Fig. 1.29). The first method involved studying the neutron
scattering on magnetic ions that decays with temperature and disappears after passing
TN . The second one, that is resistivity derivative ∂ρxx /∂T with respect to temperature
has extreme point in the Néel temperature in analogy to ferromangets.
The basal plane lattice parameter of the tetragonal CuMnAs is matched to the half
diagonal of the GaP (001) or GaAs (001) unit cell (3.85 Å and 4.00 Å respectively) so
that the growth occurs with the principal in-plane CuMnAs axis rotated 45◦ with respect to the substrate axes as shown in Fig. 1.30 [11]. GaP gives a better lattice match
and results in growth of strained layers. The usage of GaAs results in getting only a few
strained monolayers. After that, relaxed layer continues to grow with the same orientation.

Figure 1.30: Scheme presenting growth of CuMnAs on GaP/GaAs substrate. Green balls
represent P or As atoms, light blue – Ga, dark blue – Cu, orange – As, violet – Mn. The
arrows corresponds to crystal directions. Figure reproduced from [11].

A range of post-growth characterisation results have been reported. They revealed the
possibility to obtain high quality crystals. They revealed possibility to obtain high quality
crystals. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images show distinguishable,
ordered atomic sites which are in agreement with presented models (Fig. 1.31) [11]. X-ray
diffraction 2θ/ω scans show that layers grown on GaP have better crystal quality than
these grown on GaAs what can be concluded from sharper intensity peak [11]. Any uncompensated magnetic moments have not been measured with superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometry (SQUID) [1].
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Figure 1.31: Image of CuMnAs along the [100] direction taken with STEM. The inset
show the intensity profile and agreement with model structure (blue – Cu, orange – As,
violet – Mn). Figure reproduced from [11].

The early studies of CuMnAs revealed positive Hall coefficient of 6 × 10−8 ΩcmT−1
[11] (Fig. 1.32). In the single carrier model this can be interpreted as carrier density of
1.1 × 1022 cm−2 , but this model can be inappropriate here [11, 93]. The calculations show
that the compound is on the transition point between the semimetal and semiconductor.
The density of states around the Fermi level is very small. Therefore, the states near the
Fermi energy may be sensitive to small changes of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of
the CuMnAs films.

1.8

Methods

Two main experimental techniques for the study of AFs have been used during experiments and will be described here. These are anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)
and x-ray magnetic linear dichroism combined with photoemission electron microscopy
(PEEM-XMLD).

1.8.1

Transport measurements

Transport measurements with the focus on switching effect of AF, AMR and studying the electric field influence on CuMnAs films, have been performed in the helium flow
cryostats unless noted otherwise (in University of Nottingham - UNOTT or Institute of
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Figure 1.32: The dependence of the resistivity on temperature (a) and hall resistivity in
the magnetic field (b) in thin CuMnAs films [11].

Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences - IFPAN). Although in most cases the effects at room
temperature are studied, the use of cryostat is beneficial due to the possibility of obtaining high temperature stabilisation. It enhances the signal to noise ratio allowing reliable
measurements. Sample is placed on a rod and put in the most inner part of the cryostat.
Two baths of liquid nitrogen and liquid helium separated by vacuum space provide separation from the outside environment. The inner helium bath is connected to the sample
space through needle valve capillary. Helium flow by the capillary may be adjusted with
the valve by the user. Helium can be heated before coming into the sample space usually
by a heater. The sample space is pumped which allows to keep low pressure and achieve
temperatures lower than boiling point of helium. Temperature controller is responsible
for setting proper current flow through the heater with the help of feedback loop. Some
cryostat also include superconducting magnet (system in the IFPAN) whereas others can
work with external magnets (system in UNOTT).
Transport measurements can be divided into voltage or current controlled depending
on which quantity is set to be constant by a source. Another distinction of measurements
may rely on direct or alternating current/voltage supply (for the current AC or DC
abbreviations are used). The use of alternating current/voltage can be beneficial due to the
elimination of the thermoelectric forces that occur at the interfaces of different materials.
AC current may be supplied for example by the sinusoidal or square waves or pulses.
The alternating voltage may be supplied by a Lock-in amplifier. The collected signal is
mixed and integrated with the reference which allows to eliminate all the noise that have a
different frequency and phase than the reference signal. It is a useful technique that allows
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to measure very small signals in a noisy environment. Another type of measurements is
Delta technique where the current polarity is changed with the period set by the user and
the signal measured is a voltage difference between the two polarities of the current. The
use of current pulses to switch AF or measure AMR is described in the chapter 2. Basic
characterisation of the devices where high precision is not required can be performed in
the DC regime.

1.8.2

Synchrotron

Synchrotrons are sources of x-ray radiation. They are constructed in the form large,
cyclic facilities in which electrons are accelerated. Acceleration of electrons results in x-ray
radiation emission. Synchrotrons provide x-rays of high brilliance, covering wide range of
energies, highly monochromatic, highly collimated and with high degree of polarisation.
Many different types of experiments that need x-ray radiation can be performed there,
e.g. structural analysis of crystals and proteins, electron configuration characterisation
(XANES, EXAFS) or probing the magnetic order (XMCD, XMLD). The electrons are
emitted by the cathode, accelerated in the linear accelerator (LINAC), and then booster
to be finally moved to the storage ring where there circulate along with the speed close to
the speed of light (see Fig. 1.33). The storage ring is not truly toroidal but consist of many
straight sections. There are bending magnets between them that cause electrons follow
the trajectory of the storage ring. Apart from the bending magnets there are also insertion
devices – wigglers or undulators - that make the trajectory of the electrons sinusoidal so
that they lose energy and emit radiation. The loss of the energy is compensated in radio
frequency RF cavity on the electrons path that is in resonance with the frequency of
electrons circulate around the storage ring. The x-rays emitted by the electrons go to the
channels out of the storage ring called beamlines. Then it is monochromatized, focused
and goes to the end working station through the set of mirrors and slits (Fig. 1.34). All
PEEM-XMLD experiments described in the thesis have been performed on I06 beamline
at Diamond Light Source, Harwell campus, United Kingdom.
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Figure 1.33: The scheme of the synchrotron (Diamond Light Source Ltd, UK). Reproduced
from Diamond Light Source website [96].

Figure 1.34: The scheme of the I06 beamline and endstation in the Diamond Light Source
Ltd (UK). Reproduced from Diamond Light Source website [97].
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XMLD detection methods

There are different methods to detect X-ray absorption and consequently XMCD/XMLD.
Fig. 1.35 presents two common methods: (a) transmission and (b) total electron yield. The
first one relies on measuring the x-rays transmitted though the sample. It is a technique
suitable for very thin samples. The measurement geometry is presented in Fig. 1.35 a.
The total electron yield (TEY) is another method to detect the absorption (Fig. 1.35 b).
The absorption of x-ray photon process results in a hole in a core state. An electron from
higher energy state may recombine with the hole and the obtained energy difference is
used to liberate another electron to the vacuum level (photoelectric effect, Auger process).
The possibilities of interaction with the atomic layers before the electron leaves the sample leads to a cascade through inelastic scattering in which other photoelectrons of lower
energies may be released. These are called secondary electrons. Due to the photoelectrons
emission there is a charge imbalance. It results in a potential gradient between the sample
and the ground and results in a current flow, which can be measured by a picoammeter.
It is a good measure of the total number of emitted electrons, which is proportional the
absorption probability. Another experimental technique to detect XA and XMLD can be
X-ray fluorescence which occurs when the electron excited by x-rays falls back to the core
level and a photon is emitted. Furthermore, XMLD can be coupled to microscopic techniques that allow to study the effect with spatial resolution for example Photoemission
Electron Microscopy (PEEM).

Figure 1.35: Two main methods of XA detection: (a) transition and (b) total electron
yield (TEY) and corresponding processes on which they rely on. The picture reproduced
from [50].
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Photoemission electron microscopy

Photoemisson electron microscopy (PEEM) relies on the photoelectric effect. The x-ray
incident beam is absorbed by a sample surface which triggers photoemission (as discussed
for TEY detection in section 1.8.3). In PEEM it is the intensity of photoemission that is
directly measured with a spatial resolution, not the current flow like in TEY. The intensity of photoemssion is dominated by secondary electrons and closely follows the x-ray
absorption spectrum [50]. The combination of PEEM and XMLD can be used to study the
spatial resolution of XMLD which may reveal magnetic domain structure of a material.
The core idea of the PEEM imaging setup is presented in Fig. 1.36.

Figure 1.36: In the PEEM photoemitted electrons are imaged by an assembly of electrostatic or magnetic lenses onto a screen. The picture reproduced from [50].

The sample is exposed to the x-ray radiation, the phtoelectrons are emitted and guided
through the set of electrostatic and magnetic lenses to the screen where a magnified
image can be observed. The diagram of the specific PEEM system used in Diamond Light
Source on beamline I06 is presented in Fig 1.37. It includes also electron beam source
that can also be used in the system for low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM). The
x-ray radiation comes from the illumination aperture as indicated by the red arrow. The
sample is placed in the PEEM chamber in a space denoted as SELI/SELO. A voltage of
-12 kV is applied between the sample in the chamber and ground to accelerate electrons
away from the sample. An additional start voltage is used to image electrons with non-
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zero kinetic energy gained from the photoemssion process. The photoelectrons go through
the contrast aperture, set of lenses and energy analyser to the screen which is shown by
the blue arrow. The role of the energy analyser is to choose the electrons of the proper
energies and deflect the others. It consists of the two curved, charged plates and electrons
are moving between them. The whole system is kept in ultra high vacuum conditions.
The real picture of the system is shown in the Fig. 1.38. It offers a resolution of around
50 nm.

Figure 1.37: Scheme of the PEEM system in Diamond Light Source, beamline I06. The
sample chamber is denoted by SELI/SELO. Path of the x-rays and photoelectrons are
marked by the red and blue arrows correspondingly. Figure from Diamond Light Source
sources.
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Figure 1.38: Real picture of a side view of the PEEM system. Sample is placed in the
region marked by the cyan rectangle with the surface facing down.

1.8.5

Photo- and electron beam lithography

Photo- and electron beam lithography are methods to fabricate devices. Lithography
is a process that enables deposition of a material on a defined areas or etching only a
selected part of a layer. Therefore it allows to precisely define electrical contacts, current
paths, junctions or form capacitor-like structures. Both photo- and electron beam lithography were used for device fabrication in this work.
The core idea relies on a mask preparation that allows to perform a desired process
(etching or evaporation of another material) only in areas defined by the mask. The idea
of a mask preparation for the etching process is presented in Fig. 1.39 whereas a mask
preparation for the evaporation followed by a lift off process can be found in Fig. 1.40.
The mask is usually defined with a resist. The resist is usually an organic polymer
which is spun by spin coater (spinner) on a material in the form of very thin uniform
film from the liquid solution. After the solvent evaporates (which is usually achieved by
baking the material with the resist on it for several minutes) it is ready for subsequent
processes. By UV light or electron beam exposure a mask is being formed on the resist.
In the places exposed to the acting agent polymer chains are chemically modified. They
may be cracked or reversely - they may join depending on the type of the resist that is
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used. The developer is a chemical that selectively dissolves the exposed resist (or unexposed depending on the type of the resist) leaving the other part unaffected. In this way
a proper mask is being formed that allows to etch or deposit another material only in
selected places. In case of etching the remaining resist protects the layer from the etchant
in the places where it is supposed to remain intact. In the case of material evaporation
or deposition, the resist allows to lift-off the deposited material in the places where it is
undesired. It is shown in the diagram in Fig. 1.39 and Fig. 1.40 in a simplified way.

Figure 1.39: The example of the lithography process. (a) The sample covered with a resist
and selected regions are exposed to the UV/electrons. (b) After the exposure the resist
is chemically changed in the exposed area. (c) The developer dissolved the exposed resist
(here: positive resist is used). (d) The etchant reacts with the material leaving an etched
trench down to the substrate. (e) The process finished after the remaining resist removal.

The exposure of the selected resist areas is usually different in the case of photo- and
e-beam lithography. In the first case a metallic mask must be fabricated and it is placed
between the sample and visible light/UV source. In the latter case the e-beam controllers
are responsible for tilting the focused beam and controlling the beamblanker to achieve
desired pattern on the sample surface according to the project defined by the user. More
specific examples of recipes that were used for device fabrication can be found in the
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Figure 1.40: In the evaporation/deposition process instead of etching (d) evaporation/deposition takes place. (e) In the areas covered with the resist, the resist is dissolved and it
also lifts the evaporated material.

appendix.
The photolithography is suitable for micropatterning. E-beam lithography enables
higher resolution due to the shorter de Broglie wavelength of an electron in comparison
to UV light. Thus is it suitable for fabricating nanostructures.

1.8.6

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)

Atomic layer deposition is a chemical vapour deposition technique based on gas-solid
reactions that repeats in cycles. It is essential that these reactions are irreversible and
saturating [98]. Saturation means the same amount of material adsorption on a surface
regardless of the amount of reactant available. Single ALD cycle consists typically of four
stages as indicated in Fig. 1.41. Initially the first reactant adsorbs in a chemisorption
gas-solid reaction on a surface. The unreacted precursor and by-products are evacuated.
The other reactant then takes place in a gas-solid reaction and again purge or evacuation
of the unreacted precursor and gaseous by-products is performed. Repetition of the cycles
is done to increase the thickness of a deposited material. The control over a material
thickness is good, although the deposition rate is relatively low.
The ALD technique is a proper technique to obtain dielectric layers with high relative
permittivity (ε) [99–101]. In this work the deposition of the HfO2 has been performed
from tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium(IV) (TDMAH) and water precursors [98, 100, 101].
Alternatively, the deposition of Al2 O3 was done with the TMA (trimethylaluminum) and
water precursor (the device described in section 4.6.3) [98]. The ALD processes were
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performed in the Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences with the Oxford Instruments setup (Fig. 1.42).

Figure 1.41: The typical steps in a single ALD cycle [98].
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Figure 1.42: The Oxford Instruments Flex AL system for atomic layer deposition used in
this work.
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Conclusions

AFs has been presented as materials attractive for potential spintronics applications
(sections 1.1 and 1.3). Several properties of AF and relevant useful experimental techniques have been described including anisotropic magnetic susceptibility, anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and x-ray linear magnetic dichroism (section 1.2 and 1.8). The consequences of the spin-orbit interaction resulting in spin polarisation of the current and the
role of the crystal lattice has been discussed (section 1.4). The possibility to control the
AF axis direction with the electrical current has been explained in case of CuMnAs (section 1.5). The experimental demonstration of this effect by means of AMR changes and
PEEM-XMLD images of the domain structure taken after the current pulse was shown
(section 1.5).

Chapter 2
Imaging current-induced switching
of CuMnAs
This chapter is aimed to show detailed analysis of the microscopic image of CuMnAs
switching. Magnetic contrast in PEEM-XMLD with high spatial resolution before and
after current pulses will be compared. The changes in the XMLD contrast will be related
to the electrical signals of AMR. The experiments discussed in this chapter are published
in the reference [2]. The experimental geometry of the electrical signals differs from the
one already introduced in section 1.5 and in [1]. Detailed description of this geometry
and preparation to the main experiment can be found in the appendix, section 6.2. The
measurements presented in the following sections were performed in Diamond Light Source
synchrotron in United Kingdom. The experimental setup was described in section 1.8.

2.1

XAS and XMLD for Mn2+ ion

The absorption spectrum (XAS) of 80 nm CuMnAs layer grown on GaAs (device fabricated from the layer is depicted in Fig. 2.15 in section 2.3) measured in the energy range
corresponding to the L3 and L2 Mn2+ edges is presented in Fig. 2.1. The edges correspond
to the transitions between 2p and 3d states [50]. The PEEM detection for this spectrum
was used (as described in section 1.8). It means that the following procedure was applied.
The set of photoemission images of the studied layer were taken. Each image was taken
for different energy of the incoming x-ray beam in the range between 630 eV and 655
eV. Then, each of these images was spatially integrated. Such integrated photoemisson
directly corresponds to the absorption, since the higher is the absorption of x-ray photons,
the stronger is the emission of secondary electrons. The integrated intensity of the image
can be plotted as a function of the energy of the x-ray beam which gives the X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS). The scans were performed with linear horizontal polarisation of the
57
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beam (LH) i.e. horizontal means that electric field vector is in-plane of the sample. The
XAS spectrum in the Fig. 2.1 is a representative for most measured CuMnAs samples.
Two main structures are visible. Maximum of the absorption can be seen around 639 eV
and also a double peak is present around 650 eV. The maximum of the absorption around
639 eV corresponds to the L3 edge of the Mn2+ ion and the second maximum around 650
eV can be attributed to L2 edge of the Mn2+ ion. Similar shape of the X-ray absorption
can be observed in other compounds containing Mn2+ like (Ga,Mn)As using circularly or
linearly polarised x-rays [53, 102, 103]. Additional local maximum on the slope of L3 edge
at the side of higher energies, which is not present here, would indicate the undesired
oxidation of the manganese ions [103].

Figure 2.1: The XAS spectrum collected for the CuMnAs sample around L Mn2+ edge
with the PEEM detection. The inset shows the scheme of the transitions between the
states (the spin-orbit splitting of the ground state only is considered).

A closer look on the L3 edge on the XAS spectrum is presented in Fig. 2.2. The grey
curve represents average absorption for two perpendicular linear polarisations of the xray beam coming with the normal incidence to an unpatterned thin film of CuMnAs in
TEY mode. The red curve represents the difference (dichroism, XMLD) between these
two linear polarisations:
IXMLD = IEk[110] − IEk[110]

(2.1)

Where the IEk[110] and IEk[110] are the intensity of absorption for the beam polarisation
vector parallel to the [110] and [110] respectively for normal incidence of the beam. From
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now on, the term dichroism will be used interchangeably with XMLD for simplicity, however in general the XMLD is only one possible kind of dichroism.

Figure 2.2: XAS and XMLD spectra around L3 Mn edge obtained for an unpatterned
10 nm thick CuMnAs thin film in total electron yield mode with normal incidence of the
x-rays [2].Due to the small thickness, the film has a substrate-induced uniaxial in-plane
magnetic anisotropy. The grey curve represents average absorption for two perpendicular
linear polarisations of the x-ray beam whereas the red curves is the difference (XMLD).

For a crystalline material, the x-ray absorption is also dependent (obviously apart
from the energy dependence as depicted in Fig. 2.2) both on the angle between the spin
axis and crystal axes as well as on the angle between beam polarisation vector and crystal
axes [102]. We can define these two angles φm and φE respectively, as shown in the Fig. 2.3.
The dependence of the XMLD for the (001) plane of the tetragonal CuMnAs, which will
be studied here, have the following form [104]:
IXMLD (φm , φE ) = IA cos (2φm ) cos (2φE ) + IB sin (2φm ) sin (2φE )

(2.2)

Where IA and IB are two independent spectra with a different photon energy dependence.
For the φE = 0 the above expression equals IA or −IA for φm = 0 or φm = 90◦ respectively.
Whereas for φE = 45◦ it is either IB or −IB for φm = 45◦ or φm = 135◦ respectively.
It practically means that that taking into account crystal field, XMLD consists of two
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[100]

~ Figure 2.3: Definition of the angles φm and φE where m
~ represents the spin axis and E
polarisation vector.

independent components IA and IB that for an arbitrary angle form linear combination.
It also means that XMLD may change shape and sign upon rotating the sample with
respect to the x-ray beam polarisation vector. It is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The change of XMLD sign in different geometries of the experiment around
L2,3 Mn2+ edge. The two curves correspond to XMLD for the beam polarisation vector
parallel to [100] (blue) or parallel to [110] (red). This is effectively the comparison of IA
and IB . The picture is reproduced from [86] and was obtained for a thin CuMnAs film
exchange coupled to a ferromagnetic Fe layer.

When the beam is parallel to one of the main crystal directions (either [100] or [110]),
so the φE equals to 0, ±45◦ , ±90◦ , then the equation can be expressed in the following
form:
IXMLD (θ) = I0 + I2 cos2 (θ)

(2.3)

where the sign and magnitude of I2 depends on φE . It shows the similar behaviour to
AMR effect as it is an even function of magnetisation.
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The most representative points for the energy spectrum of XMLD are the extreme
points in 638.0 eV (on the L3 edge) and 0.9 eV below the edge. These energies are labeled
as E2 and E1 (see Fig. 2.2). The normalised difference between the photoemission intensity
measured in these points can be a good measure of the whole dichroism signal and thus
the angle θ which is of our interest. Therefore we can focus on studying asymmetry defined
as:
Iasym =

I(E1 ) − I(E2 )
I(E1 ) + I(E2 )

(2.4)

in performing PEEM-XMLD imaging. The I(Ei ) corresponds to the photoemission intensity (related to absorption) for the Ei energy of the beam. In this work the energies
corresponding to the peaks of the XMLD spectrum are used and E1 < E2 according to the
Fig. 2.2. In many cases presented in the following sections the polarisation of the beam
will be kept fixed, but it is the spin axis that is expected to change in different places of
the structure. So the asymmetry will be indicative of the θ and thus the spin axis direction.
Finally, the experimental XMLD spectrum can be also compared to the theoretical abinitio calculations. The experimental, spatially averaged XMLD spectrum for the 10 nm
layer of CuMnAs collected in total electron yield mode with the normal incidence of the
x-ray beam in room temperature is plotted in Fig. 2.5 together with the theoretical simulation. This allows to unravel the absolute directions of the spin axis and not only see
the relative difference between them.

Figure 2.5: The comparison of experimental XMLD of 10 nm CuMnAs layer and ab-initio
calculations allowing to determine the absolute orientation of the spin axis [1].
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The XMLD spectrum in Fig. 2.5 was measured as the absorption for the x-ray polarization vector parallel to the [010] crystalline axis minus the absorption for the polarisation
perpendicular to the [010] crystalline axis. Such thin layers of CuMnAs have uniaxial easy
magnetic axis due to the interface anisotropy induced by the substrate. In the same figure
in the bottom panel ab-inito calculation of the XMLD spectrum is presented, which is
defined as the absorption for AF spins parallel to the x-ray beam polarization minus the
absorption for AFM spins perpendicular to the x-ray beam polarization. There is a good
agreement between the calculation and the measurement in terms of curves shapes and
position of the extreme points in the dichroism marked by the red and blue dotted lines.
This comparison allows to determine the absolute direction of the spin axis (Fig. 2.12).

2.2

PEEM-XMLD imaging process

The Iasym will be used for PEEM imaging. On the output PEEM image each grey scale
pixel will correspond to value of Iasym for a particular place of the sample. The scheme
of the PEEM images processing is presented in the Fig. 2.6. To obtain good resolution
several images need to be averaged. The drift correction is also performed to compensate
small displacements of a sample or the camera during the imaging. Firstly, sets of several
images of the desired region of the device are scanned using the E1 and E2 energies of
the incident beam. Then, they are normalised with a flat field image. A flat field image is
an image taken with CCD camera out of focus so that it records the defects on the CCD
camera and possible inhomogeneity of the sensitivity of different pixels. The example of
the normalisation image is shown in the Fig. 2.7. As can be seen, the sensitivity of the
different regions of CCD camera differs. There is also a pronounced defect on the left
side. The inhomogeneity of the Fig. 2.7 proves the necessity of the normalisation process. The lack of it would result in the mixing real signals from the sample and camera
artifacts. Next, the normalised sum and normalised difference are calculated to obtain absorption and dichroism images, respectively. To obtain good quality, multiple absorption
and dichroism images are further averaged with drift correction.
Fig. 2.8 presents the PEEM absorption scan of the central region of the cross-shaped
device (Fig. 2.15) close to one of the arms using LH polarisation. The vertical and horizontal axes correspond to the space coordinates and the grey intensity scale is the absorption
signal. More precisely, as it was discussed, it is the mean of the absorption of the energy
beam on and 0.9 eV below the L3 Mn edge renormalized so that the highest intensity
point is 1 and the lowest intensity in the image is zero. The pronounced black areas at
the bottom and the right of the image are visible. They correspond to the edges of the
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Figure 2.7: The normalisation image (flat field image) taken with defocused camera.
FOV=15 µm.

Figure 2.8: The PEEM absorption scan of the device region near the central cross taken
with the linear horizontal (LH) polaristaion of the incident beam. 15 µm field of view
(FOV) is presented. The image above is the drift corrected and normalised. The image
is an average of 10 images taken on the L3 edge (energy of the beam 638.8 eV), and 10
images taken off the edge (energy of the beam 638.0 eV).
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Figure 2.9: 15 µm field of view PEEM-XMLD (asymmetry) image of the device region
near the central cross taken with LH polarisation. Parameters are identical as for Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.10: The same as Fig. 2.9, but taken with LV polarisation. Much weaker contrast than in LH can be seen. It can be attributed as a contribution from small in-plane
component of the polarisation vector due to the grazing angle of 16◦ . FOV=15 µm.
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etched trenches. Bright stripes and dark dots are also visible in the central region. They
can be interpreted as defects on the sample surface.
The same region can be presented in the asymmetry signal (dichroism). This is shown
in Fig. 2.9. A grainy pattern of dark and bright areas can be seen. The same region has
been imaged with LV polarisation, Fig. 2.10. A weak residual contrast pattern can be seen
there, much weaker than in LH. The study of the contrast in LH after rotation of the
sample by 90◦ (Fig. 2.11) shows that black areas exchange with white and the reverse.
The exchange of the contrast here is consistent with the equation 2.1. This observations
lead to the conclusion that the contrast seen in the Fig. 2.9 is predominantly of magnetic
origin (exchanging the dichroism signal upon 90◦ sample rotation and lack of contrast in
absorption). The areas of different grey levels correspond to different antiferromagnetic
domains. They are lying in the plane of the sample (contrast disappears in vertical polaristation, LV). In the LV configuration, the polarisation vector is almost - neglecting small
grazing angle - perpendicular to the surface of the sample. The visible contrast arises due
to the small in-plane component of the polarisation vector. The domain pattern visible in
Fig. 2.9 is very complex and of sub-micron size.

Figure 2.11: The contrast change upon 90◦ rotation of the sample with respect to the
beam polarisation vector. The green lines are boundaries between the areas of different
XMLD contrast values. The angle formed by the beam and sample surface (grazing angle)
is kept constant and equals 16◦ . [2].
Taking into account the particular definition of asymmetry (Eqn. 2.4), the fact that
XMLD changes sign when rotating the sample crystalline directions with respect to the
beam polarisation (Fig. 2.4, [86]) and using the L3 Mn edge to image the conclusion
is following: when the beam linearly polarized comes along [110] the white domains are
places where the spin axis is parallel to the polarisation vector of the beam and dark domains have perpendicular alignment of the magnetic moments with respect to the beam
polarization vector. The colours exchange for the case of beam coming along [100]. This
is depicted on the scheme (Fig. 2.12)
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Figure 2.12: The interpretation of the XMLD contrast for different beam directions with
respect to the crystalline axes of CuMnAs with the assymetry defined as in Eqn. 2.4
for CuMnAs L3 edge. The beam vector is along either [100] direction (left) or [110]
(right) as represented by the big red arrow. The polarization vector is represented by
the double-headed small red arrow. The domain symbols with corresponding alignment
of the magnetic moments represents XMLD contrast (bright/dark).

The domain pattern depends on the CuMnAs layer thickness and substrate. An example of PEEM-XMLD image of 40 nm CuMnAs layer grown on GaP is depicted in the
Fig. 2.13. The CuMnAs layer grown on GaP substrate which is better lattice matched
than GaAs reveals completely different domain pattern. The domains are of several microns size. They can be easily divided into two types - black and white with comparable
population of them, which is a sign that the layer is biaxial in-plane. The easy axes can be
determined here and they are [110], [1-10]. In case of such big domains, changing the angle
between the crystal axes and beam direction allows to observe domain walls Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.13: The PEEM-XMLD image of the surface of the sample RC84c, which is 40 nm
CuMnAs layer grown on GaP. The image was taken in LH. FOV=20 µm. The incident
beam is along [010]. The red thick arrow represents the direction of incident x-ray beam.
The perpendicular thin double arrow indicates the direction of polarisation vector. The
main crystal axes are indicated in on the left bottom by black thin arrows.

Figure 2.14: The same sample and area as in Fig. 2.13 but the beam direction is along
[100]. LH. FOV=20 µm.
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Current-induced switching of CuMnAs imaged
by PEEM-XMLD

The analysis of how the domain pattern changes upon the high density current pulses
will be presented here. The comparison of XMLD intensity between different images will
be shown.
The studied sample here is VH26RG4, which is a 4-arm cross device made of 80 nm
thick CuMnAs layer capped with 2.5 nm AlOx grown on GaAs(001) substrate. The width
of the arms was 10 µm. The device was prepared using photolithography and wet chemical
etching by Mr Jasbinder Chauchan (University of Nottingham) to provide reliability of the
fabrication. The microphotograph of the central part of the device is shown in Fig. 2.15.

Figure 2.15: Microphotograph of the 4-arm cross device made of 80 nm thick CuMnAs
layer. Main crystal axes are indicated. Dark-grey stripes are trenches etched down to the
substrate. The orange part is CuMnAs layer.

Fig. 2.16 provides a PEEM X-ray absorption scan of the central part of the device for
the orientation. In the following images the subsection marked by the red circle will be
considered.
Fig. 2.17 (a) shows a PEEM XMLD scan of the central region of cross device (Fig. 2.15)
after drift correction and averaging (Fig. 2.6) and before the train of current pulses. This
time the image is presented in the colormap for clarity. The area of very high intensity in
the left top part of the image is visible which is probably the surface defect (dark red).
Such features can be useful for orientation and focusing the experimental setup. It can
also be spotted that the right side of the image is brighter than the left side. The magnetic
contrast pattern does not differ between these two sides but XMLD intensity gradually
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Figure 2.16: The PEEM-XA scan of the central device cross before the pulse train. Four
arms leading to contact pads and dark etched trenches are visible. The red circle denotes
the subarea that is studied further in the text. Blue digits are electrical contact names.
The crystal axes are indicated. The x-ray beam direction is given by the thick red arrow.
Its polarisation is denoted by the thin double-headed perpendicular arrow.

Figure 2.17: (a) PEEM-XMLD image of the central region before the pulse train. (b) The
same image after flattening and normalisation.
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increases towards the right edge. In other words, the real magnetic contrast pattern is
on uneven background. This may be caused by an uneven x-ray beam profile. Therefore
the sample is not lit homogeneously over the whole studied region which influences the
observed magnitude of the XMLD. The uneven beam profile can play an important role
in the PEEM images analysis especially when using large field of views.
Subtraction of linear surface from the image (flattening) may be beneficial for further
comparison of different images. The flat surface, linear in the coordinate x and independent on y of the form of x · 2 · 10−5 is subtracted from the image. Additionally, the surface
defect is masked, and the whole image is normalised so that the median of 1000 lowest
intensity points is defined as 0 and median of 1000 highest intensity points is set to 1.
The median value is used to be insensitive of large incidental errors. The resulting image
is presented in Fig. 2.17 (b).
The same procedure, that is flattening and normalisation (and also drift correction and
averaging but this has been described in the previous section), is applied to every image
taken after the current pulse train (Fig. 2.18). The same surface has been subtracted for
each image.

Figure 2.18: Flattening and normalisation process was applied to each image in the sequence.

15 current pulse trains of alternating orthogonal direction of magnitude 69 mA (which
corresponds to 6.1 MAcm−2 ) are applied in rotated geometry as explained in section 6.2
and depicted in the Fig. 2.19 starting from the A pulse. Each pulse train involved three
pulses in one direction. Then, Rxy with small probing current is measured and a series of
PEEM-XMLD images were taken with the x-ray beam coming along the [110] CuMnAs
crystal direction and linear horizontal configuration. Afterwards, another train of three
pulses in orthogonal direction is applied and again the measurements are performed. For
simplicity, from now onwards, each set of three pulses in one direction will be called a
triple pulse and represented as a single point on the x-axis. The comparison of the XMLD
intensity averaged over the whole imaged region and electrical signals is presented in
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Figure 2.19: Two pulsing geometries (A and B) use in the experiment where the red
arrows depict the current direction and contours shows isolines of electrostatic potential
distribution obtained by finite-element calculation.
Fig. 2.20. Behaviour of both XMLD and transverse resistance exhibit similar up-down
pattern.
The XMLD signal alternates on average with each successive pulse train. The sign of
the XMLD change indicates a rotation of the spin axis towards a direction perpendicular to the current density what is consistent with the Néel spin orbit torque mechanism
of current-induced switching. However, the rotation shows nonuniformity on submicron
scale. This is analysed in Fig. 2.21. Some areas exhibit large, reversible changes, whereas
others do not show regularity in XMLD intensity alternation. Finally, there are also some
isolated regions that appear to switch in the opposite direction (Fig. 2.21). The direct
comparison of two subsequent images (one before and the other one after pulse A) from
the sequence can be found in the Fig. 2.22. Some selected regions where changes are visible by eye are pointed by the arrows.
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Figure 2.20: On the left side: The first PEEM-XMLD image of the stack after flattening
and normalisation. On the right side on the top: The XMLD intensity signal averaged
over the region inside the red rectangle (on the left). In the bottom panel the ratio of the
transverse resistance to the square resistance of the device Rxy /Rsq , where Rsq is a sheet
resistance and it has been estimated by the van der Pauw equation. A small offset has
been subtracted from the electrical data.
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Figure 2.21: (a) The first PEEM-XMLD image of the stack after flattening and normalisation with different region of interests defined by red, green and blue squares. (b) The
averaged difference in XMLD intensity between two subsequent scans (c) Variation of the
XMLD intensities averaged over the areas marked on the left by red, green and blue rectangles respectively after applying alternate orthogonal current pulse trains of 6.1 MAcm−2
.
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Figure 2.22: Direct comparison of two XMLD images from the sequence. The top one has
been taken before the pulse A and the bottom one after the pulse. Some selected regions
where the domains change from white (or light grey) to dark are highlighted by the red
arrows. In the bottom part relevant directions are indicated: crystal axes (black arrows),
magnitude and direction of the current pulse (red arrow), direction of the beam (blue
arrow) and the contrast correspondence to the spin axis in the domains (arrows in the
circles).
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The distribution of the XMLD intensity can be plotted in the form of a histogram
(Fig. 2.23). Images taken after one type of pulse train (A or B) are considered together.
All possible values of XMLD signal between 1 and 0 are divided into 500 equally wide bins.
All pixels are grouped and counted according to the value of XMLD intensity belonging
the appropriate bin. Bin centers are specified on the X-axis. In this way it becomes clear
again that average XMLD contrast is different in the images taken after A and B pulses
due to the AF domain switching.
In the ideal case, where the signal is purely magnetic and it comes from a sample
with no preferential orientation of the magnetic moments, two sharp peaks in XMLD
distribution should be expected for each image type. It would corresponds to the turning
points of the cos2 function (see equation 2.3). Instead, one broad peak can be seen in the
Fig. 2.23 for each image type. This is to due to the significant broadening originated from
non-magnetic contributions to the XMLD contrast. However, the position of this peak
changes which is a consequence of changes in the domain population.

Figure 2.23: The shift beween the distributions in the PEEM images taken after orthogonal
current pulse trains of 69 mA (6.1 MAcm−2 ) plotted in red and black and the difference
between these two (red).

The difference between the distribution for images taken after A and B pulses is
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also presented in Fig. 2.24. This difference can be fitted with the sum of two Gaussian
functions:

(x − xC1 )2
y = A1 exp −
2w12

!

(x − xC2 )2
+ A2 exp −
2w22

!

(2.5)

where the Ai is the Gauss amplitude, xCi denotes the position of the centre of the peak
and wi corresponds to a broadening of a peak. The fits together with the difference distributions for different current pulses densities are collected in the Fig. 2.24. The difference
between the two distributions increases with the increasing pulse amplitude while keeping
the shape unchanged. Fitting the sum of two Gaussians can reveal the separation of the
Gaussian centers corresponding approximately to the amplitude I2 of the XMLD. It can
be estimated to be around I2 = 0.4 on the horizontal scale of XMLD intensity. This value
can be compared to the average change in the XMLD intensity after the J=6.1 MAcm−2
current pulse trains which is 0.03 ± 0.01. It corresponds to the average rotation of the
magnetic moments around 10◦ . For some isolated regions the rotation reaches full 90◦ as
has been shown in the Fig. 2.21.
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Figure 2.24: Change in the XMLD intensity distribution for different current pulse amplitudes together with sum of two Gaussian fits.

Similar statistical analysis can be performed for the difference images. In Fig. 2.25
an average difference between two subsequent images for different current densities are
shown. It corresponds to the average change of the XMLD contrast after B type pulse. It
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is clear that for the lowest current density there are very few small changes in comparison
to 5.9 MAcm−2 and 6.1 MAcm−2 . A more precise comparison is provided in the inset on
the histogram plot where all data has been divided into 200 bins between -0.2 and 0.3. For
two larger current densities the most frequent magnitude of the XMLD changes is similar.
It can be also seen that the histogram for 5.9 MAcm−2 is broader which may be due to the
fewer images averaged (3 images compared to 8 in case of the highest current). It can be
concluded that for the averaged images changes in XMLD intensity for 5.9 MAcm−2 and
6.1 MAcm−2 are similar but the higher current density is used the better correspondence
with the geometry of Néel spin orbit torque they have as has been already shown in the
Fig. 2.24.

Figure 2.25: The comparison of the difference in the XMLD intensity after B-type pulses
of different current densities. The images show average changes. The plot shows the distribution of the XMLD changes.

A comparison of the XMLD and the transverse AMR readout Rxy after applying pulses
in the same direction with increasing magnitude is depicted in Fig. 2.26. The device was
set using a 6.1 MAcm−2 pulse A. Then, single pulses B were applied to to the device of the
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densities as shown in the graph. PEEM-XMLD image and Rxy were measured after each
of them. It can be seen that both XMLD and Rxy increase consistently. This is caused
by increasing number of magnetic moments aligning perpendicular to the current pulse.
This picture is another confirmation of the correspondence between XMLD and electrical
signals.
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Figure 2.26: The comparison of XMLD intensity and electrical signals after pulsing the
device with increasing current density in the same direction.
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Conclusions

This chapter shows imaging of changes in CuMnAs domain structure under the influence of the electrical current. A correspondence between the electrical signal and dichroism
changes has been observed. The effect of switching is spatially inhomogeneous. Detailed
comparison of the PEEM-XMLD domain structure before and after the pulses has been
provided. The dependence of the domain structure on the current magnitude and current
direction has been considered. The higher is the current density the bigger are observed
changes. The PEEM-XMLD measurements presented in this chapter directly prove the
switching of the AF moments due to the current-induced Néel spin-orbit torque. Summing up, the staggered effective magnetic field generated by the spin orbit coupling and
electrical current provide means of manipulating AF domain structure.

Chapter 3
Small devices to achieve single
domain control
The observation of the complex AF domain structure and its inhomogeneous switching
leads to the question about feasibility of controlling a single domain or domain wall.
The ability to switch a single antiferromagnetic feature with the electrical current will
be an asset in potential spintronics applications. To achieve this aim two strategies can
be formulated. On the one hand, fabrication of smaller devices is desirable to manipulate
magnetically homogeneous area. On the other hand, methods of engineering of the domain
structure by growth and post-growth techniques have to be elaborated. These two aspects
are included in this chapter. The PEEM-XMLD studies of the small, around micron size
devices fabricated by the e-beam lithography will be presented. The recipes to fabricate
CuMnAs around micron size devices by means of e-beam lithography have been developed
by the author basing on photolithography methods avoiding use of elevated temperatures
during the processing [105] to prevent the AlOx capping layer damage. Most devices are
made of the 40 nm CuMnAs layer grown on GaP substrate and exhibit larger domain
size (in comparison to 80 nm CuMnAs grown on GaAs in the chapter 2). GaP is a better
lattice matched substrate than GaAs and results in better crystal lattice quality and
larger domain sizes. Adjusting the thickness layer to around 40 nm results in obtaining
magnetically biaxial layers. In the summary of this chapter, the conclusions are presented
and several prospective possibilities to overcome encountered problems are listed.

3.1

Experiments

Several devices listed in Table 3.1 were fabricated and tested in the PEEM chamber
in Diamond Light Source (Beamline I06) for the imaging of the domain structure. The
experimental setup and the methods used were the same as described in the chapter 2,
81
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Device

Substrate

name
RC85a 6

Layer

82

Beamtime Results

thickness
GaAs

60 nm

Dec 2016

No results, the device damaged by
spark

RC84c 2

GaP

40 nm

May 2017

No results, the device damaged by
spark

RC84c 1

GaP

40 nm

May 2017

Experiment with imaging only and
no electrical pulsing

RC84c 5

GaP

40 nm

Nov 2017

Experiment terminated due to the
spark

RC85a 51 GaAs

60 nm

May 2018

No results, the device damaged by
spark

RC84c 4

GaP

40 nm

May 2018

Experiment performed

Table 3.1: The list of samples tested in the PEEM chamber for the studies of small devices.

Figure 3.1: The optical microscope image of the central region of the RC84c 5 device. The
dark blue area are trenches etched down to the substrate whereas the light blue area is
CuMnAs area. The inset shows the dimensions of the arms width (≈ 0.5 µm) and diagonal
distance between the corners (≈ 1.1 µm).
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unless noted otherwise.
In many cases the imaging process of the central region of the device was very limited
or impossible from the very beginning due to the accidental electrostatic discharge (spark)
that happens often even before starting current pulsing. After the discharge the central
region of the device is destroyed (example shown in Fig. 3.2 b). It occurred much more
often than for previously considered devices of around 10 µm size even though the same
experimental procedures has been applied. The electrostatic discharge occurs when the
charge accumulates and cannot be removed. Several reasons can account for the observed
difficulties. (i) Any experimental setup malfunction should be discarded due to the successful measurements of other bigger devices during the same beamtimes. (ii) Exposure
of larger ratio of non-conductive areas to the area of conductive CuMnAs layer can contribute to increased probability of spark occurrence. (iii) The unintentional contamination
of the surface with the non-conductive and organic entities due to different fabrication
process is possible and significant. The extremely long degasing processes (around 8 hours
comparing to the typical 0.5 hour) responsible for removal of residual molecules from the
sample surface and cartridge applied in the case of sample RC84c 4 yielded imaging process undisturbed by any electrostatic discharge. This suggests that scenario (iii) is very
likely.

Figure 3.2: (a) The PEEM-XMLD image of the central region of the RC84c 5 device during the pulsing experiment (10 µm field of view). Magnetic contrast in linear horizontal
polarisation and black etched trenches are visible. (b) The central region after the electrostatic discharge imaged by PEEM-XMLD. 20 µm field of view was used here. The image
rotation is due to the different field of view.
The example of small device (RC84c 5) fabricated by means of e-beam lithography and
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wet etching is presented in Fig. 3.1. The PEEM-XMLD image can be found in Fig. 3.2
a. The usage of this layer increases the probability of achieving single domain state in
the middle of the arms, unless the lithography process induces strain leading to shape
anisotropies causing domain reconfiguration. The very central region of the RC84c 5 is
homogeneous (light grey) with the close presence of dark domain in the bottom arm,
domain walls in the left an right arm, and a defect (very light area) in the top arm. At the
beginning, pulses were applied between the opposite contacts (in contrast to the rotated
geometry described in the chapter 2) in two orthogonal directions. The current densities
of the pulses were increasing. Before the current density expected to cause the switching
was reached (above 4 MAcm−2 ) the central region was found to be damaged (Fig. 3.2
b). This is the reason for limited data collected for the device. In the measured range
of current densities of pulses no significant, regular changes in XMLD contrast has been
registered.

Figure 3.3: The optical image of the RC84c 4 device. The dark trenches etched down to
the substrate are visible whereas the light area is CuMnAs layer. The dimensions along
the red lines are estimated. The trenches are along the main crystalline axes [100] and
[010].
Another 2.5 µm device named RC84c 4 has been studied in PEEM-XMLD. The optical
image from the microscope is presented in Fig. 3.3. The PEEM-XMLD image is presented
in Fig. 3.5. Central region is not homogeneous but mainly dark with smaller white area
inside and line along the conductive arm towards the contact pad. The absorption image
does not show any inhomogeneity in the layer area. The PEEM-XMLD image taken in
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vertical polarisation shows no contrast. Therefore, analogously to the case presented in the
chapter 2, all the contrast visible in Fig. 3.5 has in-plane magnetic origin. Thus, the black
and white areas can be interpreted as different AF domains with the in-plane spin axis
orientation (its direction in these two domain types is perpendicular what is symbolically
shown in Fig. 3.5 by the red double arrows). The studied sample magnetic anisotropy is
close to biaxial as there are comparable areas of black and white domains. The easy axes
directions are [110] and [110]. The device trenches are along [100] and [010] directions.
Additional scheme illustrates the problem (Fig. 3.4) of the contrast shades and how it
changes with respect to the crystal axes. It has also been described earlier in the text
(Fig. 2.12).

Figure 3.4: The comparison of the XMLD signal of 180◦ AF domain wall in two cases of
beam polarisation along [110] (upper panel) and [100] (bottom panel) crystal direction.
Black/white double arrows corresponds to the local spin axis direction, the circle interior
shade - XMLD signal intensity, the red arrow - beam direction and small red double arrow
- beam polarisation.
The same region has been imaged after the 45◦ rotation of the sample so that the beam
is coming along [010] direction. This is presented in Fig. 3.6. The single thin lines seen
in the previous images now turn to double black-white lines (marked by the red ellipses
in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). They can be interpreted as 180◦ AF domain walls or two 90◦
AF domain walls lying very close to each other. The gradual rotation of the spin axis
direction when going across the domain wall causes high contrast on a small scale. For
the beam coming along [110] extreme values of XMLD signal correspond to the interior of
the domain and the middle of the wall. The situation is very different when beam is coming along [010] crystal direction. The extreme XMLD values come from the very closely
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Figure 3.5: The PEEM-XMLD image of the central region of the RC84c 4 device before
the pulsing experiment taken in LH polarisation, asymmetry around L3 edge (15 µm field
of view). Beam incidence along [110] depicted as a big single headed arrow with the small
perpendicular arrow representing polarisation of the beam. The directions of the spin axis
in the domains are indicated in the picture. Blue digits denote contact numbers.

Figure 3.6: The PEEM-XMLD with the same conditions as above but taken with the
beam coming along [010].
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lying intermediate areas of the domain walls which results in the double black-white lines.
The images taken in both angles of the incoming beam allows to resolve the domain wall
structure.
Now, the let us consider the domain changes when the current pulses are applied. The
current pulses were applied to the device in different directions with increasing current
magnitude. Up to the value of 15 mA (it corresponds to the 27 MAcm−2 ) no significant changes in the domain strucutre were observed. Moreover, this is also higher current
denisty than usually expected to cause structural damage of the device. This is the current
density exceeded the value in which switching due to the Néel order spin orbit torque is
expected to occur. The experiments described earlier showed that the AF current-induced
switching can be observed in the range of single MAcm−2 [1, 2]. The fact the device is
able to sustain so high current density without damage can be explained by the unusual
several hours degasing time which enhances the surface purity.
Differences between the experiments described here and in [1,2] that can explain higher
current density needed to observed any changes in the domain structures are following.
The first reason is the smaller size of the device. The domain structure of the layer used
here is also very different, the domains are larger. It may be connected with different local
anisotropy and strain landscape. As noted previously the existence of the domain structure
in AF and its shape is closely related to the magnetoelastic effects and local anisotropies.
PEEM-XMLD may give an indication of the easy magnetic directions. However, the the
anisotropy constants and energy barrier that needs to be overcome when rotating the
spins from one easy axis to another are not known. To make it more difficult, the in-plane
anisotropy depends on the growth process, layer thickness and the substrate used [106].
The theoretical calculations of anisotropy constants in CuMnAs are not known. It is possible that in the discussed device we deal with high energy barrier for spin axis rotation
although the exact values are not known. The small size of the device may also contribute
to the existence of shape anisotropy in analogy to FM. The close neighbourhood of the
litography trenches induces strain that additionally modify the in-plane anisotropy.
The first significant change in the magnetic contrast were observed after applying 15
mA (27 MAcm−2 ) pulse between the vertical 3-2 contacts (see Fig. 3.5). The domain wall
changes its position in the middle of the arm (Fig. 3.7). The center of the domain wall
shifts around 130 nm (Fig. 3.8). The observed change does not reverse back to the initial
state after changing the polarity of the current pulse of the same magnitude. The change
becomes repetitive and reversible at the current magnitude of 17 mA (31 MAcm−2 ). A
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Figure 3.7: The comparison of the two images before and after the vertical 2 ms,
27 MAcm−2 current pulse. The domain wall in the central part of the image shifts towards
the right side. The red rectangles indicate the region of averaging for the cross-section in
the Fig 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The cross sections of the images and cos2 fits to the experimental data. The
domain wall shift is around 130 nm here.
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few pictures from the pulsing sequences show that the domain wall bends and straighten
following the current polarity (Fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9: The PEEM-XMLD imaging of the domain wall changes. The arrows show the
direction of the current during the 31 MAcm−2 pulse applied between subsequent images.
The domain wall bends after the pulse from the top to the bottom and straighten after
the pulse in the opposite direction.

Figure 3.10: The displacement of the domain wall after the current pulse observed in
PEEM-XMLD with different beam direction with respect to the crystal axes (beam along
[100]).
Additional information is provided by comparison of the two images taken before and
after the current pulse when the beam direction is changed to incidence along [100] crystal axis. Such case is considered in Fig. 3.10 and the corresponding cross-section can be
found in Fig. 3.11. The domain wall shift observed for two different angles of the incoming
beam gives clear picture of the domain structure, displacement and proves that it is not
necessary to change the direction of the current pulse by 90◦ to observe changes in the
magnetic structure. Changing the polarity of the current may also result in repetitive
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and reversible domain reconfiguration. It makes possible to explore the AF in much more
simple 2-terminal devices. This observations has been reported in the reference [3].
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Figure 3.11: The cross sections of the images perpendicular to the arm and cos2 fits to
the experimental data around the AF 180◦ domain wall.
The examples from different devices shown there indicate also another fact that is not
present here. Such current polarity dependent magnetic changes can observed even for
lower current densities [3] that reported initially for orthogonal switching [1,2]. Moreover,
such polarity dependent changes can be also observed in the transport measurements [3].
To understand why current polarity change is sufficient to affect the domains let us
consider an example of a 90◦ domain wall. It is shown on the scheme in Fig. 3.12. If the
spins in the domain wall are parallel (or antiparallel) to the current flow the effective
staggered spin-orbit field is directed perpendicular to them. This may promote one of the
spin axes directions of the neighbouring domains as more energetically favourable and
consequently cause the spins rotation in the domain wall. It may effectively cause the domain wall shift. The direction of the movement depends on the direction of the effective
field which in turn depends on the current polarity. If the spins in the domain wall are
perpendicular to the current flow it is not likely to cause any reorientation because the
spins are already oriented in the direction of the effective field.
This simplified model can account for 90◦ domain wall movement. It does not, however, explains the movement of 180◦ domain wall. Exchange coupling to anisotropy ratio
as well as local pinning points may play an important role in this effect but these are
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Figure 3.12: Different cases of the domain wall orientation when the current is flowing
along it. The circles with arrows represent the spins localised on magnetic ions. The pale
colours and dotted lines correspond to the another AF sublattice. If the spins in the
domain wall (black) are parallel (and antiparallel) to the current (right column) the shift
of the domain wall can be expected due to the staggered effective magnetic field (black
arrows, left side). The direction of the domain wall motion (green arrows) is dependent
on the current polarity (light blue arrows, left side) [3].
quantities very difficult to study on the local level in AF.
Other type of changes in the domain structure may be also observed in Fig. 3.13. In
the right arm, there is an elongated dark domain across the arm and the perpendicular
180◦ domain wall coming from the side of the contact pad. After the 29 MAcm−2 pulse
(from the left to the right side of the image), the domain bends towards the edge of the
arm. Applying the pulse in the reverse direction does not cause any visible changes. After
increasing the pulse magnitude to 31 MAcm−2 the dark domain completely disappears
and the domain wall bends toward the other edge. Finally, after applying the pulse of the
same magnitude in the opposite direction the domain wall disappears from the field of
view and the central part of the arm is from now on a homogeneous white domain.

Figure 3.13: Multiple current pulses lead to single domain state in one of the device arms.
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The central part of the device remained unchanged until the particular 29 MAcm−2
pulse that has been applied along hard magnetic axis ([100] direction) in rotated geometry
(the current density is now given for the diagonal dimension of the central cross). As can
be seen in Fig. 3.14 the central part turned to a mixture of small black and white regions.
Here, when rotated geometry is used for pulsing, the current is along hard axis direction
in the central part of the device which is not expected to give obvious results. The rotated
geometry can be applied to protect the arms from damage. However, to achieve pulsing
along the easy axes in rotated geometry the device should have been fabricated with 45◦
rotation.

Figure 3.14: The RC84c 4 device is depicted. The change in the magnetic contrast visible
in the central part of the device after appying 29 MAcm−2 pulse in rotated geometry
along the hard axis. The red double arrow represent the current direction.
After that, the sequence of alternating orthogonal pulses has been applied along the
easy magnetic directions (along [110] and [110]) with the increasing magnitude from
30 to 38 MAcm−2 . No regular changes in XMLD intensity nor transverse resistance was observed (Fig. 3.15). During the pulsing a contrast appeared in the LV polaristion (Fig. 3.16)
and absorption (Fig. 3.17). This undesired signal may be interpreted as a structural damage due to the too high current density. The experiment was terminated after the absorption signal dominated the arms 3 and 4. Figure 3.18 presents the voltage collected
during the pulsing along easy axes. It clearly reveals the deviation from linearity above
29 MAcm−2 due to the heating or partial structural damage. Several, increasing values
for the same current magnitude (31 MAcm−2 ) supports the latter explanation.
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Figure 3.15: The lack of obvious switching pattern in the XMLD intensity and electrical
signals in a sequence of pulses applied along easy axes in alternating orthogonal directions
for the RC84c 4 device.
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Figure 3.16: The structural damage of the arms leads to contrast appearance in the linear
vertical polarisation in the RC84c 4 device.

Figure 3.17: The inhomogeneous absorption of the tested device suggests the arms damage
in the RC84c 4 device.
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Figure 3.18: The voltage deviates from linear dependence during the high density current
pulses in the RC84c 4 device.

3.2

Conclusions

Several interesting observations have been made during the experiments described in
this chapter. As shown in the right arm of RC84c 4 device in Fig. 3.13 it was possible to
turn one of the device arms into a single domain state. Previously observed minor black
domain and black domain wall disappeared after the train of pulses. It may suggest that
in case of the correct device design and carefully conducted experiment it is possible to
trigger a single domain state and switch it.
The repetitive and reversible switching of a single AF domain by the orthogonal current
pulses in the lithographically defined region was not completely achieved in the experiments presented in this chapter. Several reasons may account for such result. Firstly,
imperfections of the lithography process (for considered RC84c 4 device for which the
largest amount of data was collected) caused that the narrowest point on the current path
is not in the central region but the beginning of the arm. It caused that both the most pronounced magnetic changes and the following structural damage was observed in the arms.
Different, more appropriate device design has been also tested (device RC84c 5, Fig. 3.1)
but in this case the device suffered accidental damage due to the electrostatic discharge.
Applying more precise dry etching (RIE) can be advantageous to achieve better control
on the shape of the device and better etching profile avoiding undesired broadening of the
etched trenches in the central region. The most likely solution to avoid the problem of
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undesired, damaging electrostatic discharge is longer degasing time in the PEEM chamber
before the experiment to make the desorption of molecules from the surface more effective.
Finally, it has been shown that the current pulses may shift the domain wall position.
It is also possible to cause reversible and repetitive domain wall displacement by changing
the polarity of the current. This important observations has been also made for different,
bigger devices and reported in [3]. This effect can be applied in simpler, two-terminal
geometry devices. The area still needs to be investigated to explain the movement of 180◦
AF domain walls as well as the anisotropy of CuMnAs thin layers.
Other techniques can be helpful to achieve and control single domain states. This
include using the temperature and field cooling experiments to study the possibility of
the single domain setting. The experiments with the magnetic field should be also very
helpful to explore the in-plane anisotropy of the layers.

Chapter 4
Gating electric field influence on
CuMnAs
In this chapter, the study aiming at determination of the influence of the externally
applied gating electric field on the thin films of the structures of anitferromagnetic CuMnAs will be presented. The hypothesis investigated here is that external electric field can
change the properties of CuMnAs capped with AlOx .

4.1

Motivation

It has been shown that by applying electrical current along selected crystallographic
directions the antiferromagnetic axis in CuMnAs can be switched and read. On the other
hand, there are numerous reports showing that the electric field has influence on the magnetization in different systems ranging from insulating (Ga,Mn)N [107], semiconducting
(Ga,Mn)As [108], to even metallic like FePt, FePd or Co [109–111]. In case of insulating anitferromagnets, the electric field was proven to change the domain structure of
multiferroic BiFeO3 [68] or induce AF-FM phase transition in EuTiO3 [66]. It was then
theoretically shown that similar transition can be expected for a specific group of antiferromagnetic oxides [67]. There are also reports concerning electric field influence on metallic
anitferromagnets. They show the electric-field induced modulation of the exchange spring
effect [71,72] or change of magnetoresistance curve [112] in AF-FM heterostructures. The
possible explanation of these findings is claimed to be the surface anisotropy changes.
Recently it has been shown that is possible to change in-plane anisotropy in Mn2 Au that
directly affects AF current-induced switching behaviour by strain exerted by the application of the electric field to the piezoelectric substrate [91]. In this context, the study of
CuMnAs electrical gating remains attractive area in terms of scientific novelty. Moreover,
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the use of the electric field instead of current reduces the necessary power consumption
in spintronic devices.
Furthermore, another motivation are recent theoretical studies of CuMnAs showing
that the reorientation of the Néel vector can induce the topological metal-insulator transition (MIT) [9, 10] (Fig. 4.1). It can be described in terms of coexistence of massless
Dirac fermions and AF order. Massless Dirac fermions, which are analogues of elementary
particles, have been found to emerge in a wide range of material systems. The existence of
Dirac fermions relies on a combined space-inversion (P ) and time-reversal (T ) symmetry.
Conventional Dirac materials are non-magnetic, with both P and T symmetry conserved.
Whereas in magnetic materials T symmetry is broken. The coexistence of AF order and
Dirac fermions in a material in which P and T are individually broken, but the combined
P T symmetry is preserved was theoretically predicted [9, 10]. Moreover, this coexistence
should be present in the compounds for which it was demonstrated that AF order can
be controlled by electrical current, that is CuMnAs. In the experimental demonstration
of inducing the metal-insulator transition by the rotation of AF spin-axis is tuning the
Fermi level will highly desirable. This is because the MIT can take place not at the Fermi
level [10]. One of the ways of tuning the Fermi level is application of the gate electric field.

Figure 4.1: The schematic representation of the metal-to-insulator transition driven by
Néel vector reorientation from (a) [100] to (b) [110] by the Néel order spin orbit torque.
(c) The comparison of the angular dependence of the AMR in normal and topological
transition assisted case [10].

Currently developed technology allows to grow good quality tetragonal CuMnAs thin
films by MBE. Initial attempts of detection of any changes in transport properties in
tetragonal CuMnAs will be shown in the following sections. The main obstacle is the high
conductivity of the material. Corresponding carrier concentration in the single-carrier
model derived from the Hall measurements is of the order of n = 1022 cm−3 [11].
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The most obvious expected effect of the electric field applied to thin film is attracting
or repulsing carriers from the capacitor plate (which is here the thin layer) modifying the
carrier concentration and the Fermi level in the film. The question whether the modulation
of carrier concentration affects magnetic order can be studied by means of AMR effect.
Another scenario of the gate voltage induced effect is a change of the in-plane anisotropy
which may affect the switching effect [91].

4.2

The basics of capacitive elements description

To provide good foundation for the electrical gating measurements of CuMnAs, the
basics features of capacitors will be introduced here. The capacitor is a passive two terminal component that can store the energy in the form of the electric field. It can be realised
in the simplest case by the parallel plate capacitor. In this case two conductors are placed
at a small distance and when the voltage is applied to them, the electrical charge of the
opposite sign accumulates on the two capacitor plates due to the Coulomb electrostatic
interaction. The parameter describing the ratio of the absolute value of charge that is
stored on each plate Q to the voltage U applied to the plates is called capacitance C and
defined as:
Q
.
(4.1)
U
In case of parallel plate capacitor, using the Gauss law, the above can be transformed to:
C=

C=

εr ε0 S
,
d

(4.2)

where the ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr is the relative permittivity of a dielectric
medium present between the plates, S is the plate surface, and d - distance between the
plates. From the two above expressions it can be seen that for a given U the more charge
is supposed to be stored in the plate the higher ε needs to be. Although in capacitor
conductive elements are not in mechanical contact, it enables the alternating current to
flow in the circuit when charging or discharging. The complex impedance Z (analogue of
the resistance for alternating current) can be expressed either by:
Z = |Z| exp (jθ)

(4.3)

Z = X + jY = |Z|(cos θ + j sin θ).

(4.4)

or equivalently:

The impedance magnitude |Z| represents the ratio of the voltage difference amplitude to
the current amplitude, θ is phase shift and j is imaginary unit. The X and Y are real
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and imaginary part of the complex impedance respectively. They are called resistance and
reactance respectively. For the purely capacitive elements only imaginary part of |Z| is
non zero. Charge Q in the equation 4.1 can be expressed by the integral of the current
over time. It can be stated that:
dU
,
(4.5)
dt
which means that the current flowing in the circuit I is proportional to the time derivative
I(t) = C

of the applied voltge dU/dt with the capacitance as the proportional factor. Hence, if the
alternating voltage is applied to the capacitor, the following relation apply to purely
capacitive elements:
C=

1
,
2πf |Z|

(4.6)

where f is frequency of the voltage sine modulations. Thus, applying alternating sine
voltage to the capacitor and measuring impedance is a good method to determine capacitance. Additionally, by sweeping the voltage amplitude it is possible to perform the
capacitance-voltage profiling (C-V profiling) and check the capacitor behaviour in different ranges of V. The most indicative quantity that allows to compare different capacitors
is capacitance expressed per area (here the unit µFcm−2 is used). It can be translated to
the number of carriers attracted to the capacitor plate per area for a given voltage denoted
here as ∆p (this symbol is used because the classical Hall effect sign suggest holes to be
the majority carriers in CuMnAs as discussed in section 4.7):
∆p =

CU
,
Se

(4.7)

where S is the capacitor area and e is the elementary charge (≈ 1.602 ·10−19 C). The
typical values of ∆p for capacitors fabricated here will be between 1012 to 1013 carriers
per cm2 for 1 V.

4.3

Field effect estimation

To estimate to what extent carrier concentration can be modulated by the gating a
simple 2D model will be concerned. This will neglect the electric field distribution along
the axis perpendicular to the layer due to the carrier screening. The change in the carrier
concentration when the gating field is applied will be denoted by ∆p and expressed per
unit area (cm−2 ). It will be assumed here that the carrier mobility µ does not depend on
concentration p and there is a relatively small concentration change induced by the gate
voltage ∆p  p. The carrier concentration change with the use of capacitor is given by
the Eq. 4.7. The relative change of the sheet resistance between the case where the gating
field is applied (R) and without the field (R0 ) can be expressed in the following form:
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R
peµ
∆p
∆p
∆R
=
−1=
−1=
≈
,
(4.8)
R0
R0
peµ + ∆peµ
p + ∆p
p
where p - concentration of carriers and µ - mobility. Using equation 4.7 it can be now
<=

stated that:
∆R
∆ρ
CU
=
=
R0
ρ
Sep
The quantity above can be expressed per gate voltage:
∂
<=
∂U

∆R
R0

!

=

C
,
Sep

(4.9)

(4.10)

where C/S is the capacitance per surface in Fcm−2 and U is the voltage applied to the
capacitor (later in the text it is also denoted as UG ). The concentration is here expressed
in cm−2 . The values used for the estimation are listed in table 4.1. The values of n were
obtained from the Hall experiments described in section 4.7. The two types of capacitor
structures - solid state and ionic liquid are considered in this work and are described in
section 4.4. In case of solid state structure, the value of C/S used for the calculation was
determined by the CV profiling with the use of sinusoidal voltage f = 1 kHz as explained
in section 4.5.1. In case of ionic liquid the determination of capacitance is more challenging and requires different techniques involving studying the capacitance in wide range of
frequencies [113]. Moreover, there are significant differences between the values reported
for ionic liquids using different methods [113–117]. Being aware of these technical issues
for estimation purposes the CV profiling analogous to presented in section 4.5.1 was used
also for the ionic liquid.
Table 4.1 presents the comparison of calculated < and parameter used for three different cases of solid state gating/ionic liquid gating for different temperatures and layer
thickness. Presented values of < above indicate expected order of magnitude of the effect
that will be studied experimentally.
The penetration depth of the E field may be much smaller than d. Consequently, the
carrier concentration will be a function of the distance from the interface [118]. It will
not affect the overall charge attracted by the capacitor plate as it is always the same for
a given capacitance. However, large changes of carrier concentration at the very small
distance from the interface may locally violate the assumption of independence of the
carrier mobility on concentration.

-

10−6
5 · 10−4

[cm]

[V−1 ]

d

<

2.9 · 10−5

4 · 10−6

7 · 1016

3.2 · 10−7

Value

±0.7 · 10−5

-

±0.3 · 1016

±8 · 10−7

Uncertainty

2.1 · 10−5

4 · 10−6

6.6 · 1016

2.25 · 10−7

Value

±0.1 · 10−5

-

±0.2 · 1016

±0.05 · 10−7

Uncertainty

T = 200 K

40 nm, Solid State

model (equation 4.9). Parameters in the first four rows are determined in experiments in section 4.7

Table 4.1: Estimation of relative changes of longitudinal resistance < for 3 different cases described in the top row according to the simple

±4 · 10−4

±3 · 1015

5 · 1015

[cm−2 ]

p

±0.8 · 10−7

4.4 · 10−7

Uncertainty

[Fcm−2 ]

Value

T = 300 K

T = 300 K

C/S

Unit

40 nm, Ionic Liquid

10 nm, Ionic Liquid
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Obtained values of < show that the largest effect should occur for the thinner layer
(less carriers per cm2 of the sample) and ionic liquid (larger capacitance comparing to solid
state gates). The following sections will show the experimental approach to determine <.

4.4

Details of electrical gating methods

Two main approaches to the electrical gating have been used in this work (Fig. 4.2).
The first one is solid-state gating and the other one - ionic liquid gating (Fig. 4.2). Both
these methods were tested for CuMnAs structures and both have different advantages
and challenges during working with. The details of the device fabrication performed by
the author are provided in the separate section 6.3.

Figure 4.2: Two approaches of gating, with the use of solid state dielectric barrier (left)
and ionic liquid (right).
Solid state gating relies on heterostructures consisting of the gated material, dielectric
barrier and metallic gate. It is widely used in electronic industry in CMOS technology for
constructing integrated circuits. The most representative case is a metal oxide field-effect
transistor (MOSFET), basic component of most electronic devices. In case of solid state
devices the ALD technique has been used for dielectric barrier deposition as a suitable
tool for obtaining high-ε dielectric barriers [99]. The fabrication of the solid state gated
device in principle leads to a universal device that does not have temperature limitation
operation unlike ionic liquids. The surface of the layer before deposition of the barrier
should be extremely clean and flat to avoid inclusions of conductive particles or dust
underneath the barrier. Otherwise, presence of the conductive defects on the interface
can result in the charge accumulation in these places. This will diminish the breakdown
voltage as the spots are the most likely places to discharge by sparks (Fig. 4.3).
Another approach is the use of ionic liquid which exploits the formation of electric
double layer in the liquid and emergence of the high electric field on the very interface
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Figure 4.3: Roughnesses and conductive defects on the gated layer can easily result in the
device damage.

between the liquid and the gated material. Ionic liquid (IL) gating can give larger capacitances [119] than solid state capacitors and thus enables to obtain higher electric fields
acting on the tested layers. The IL can be deposited on the surface and removed with
proper solvents. Unlike for solid state gated devices the common challenges are possible
chemical reactions or decomposition of IL when too high gate voltage is applied. The
handling of the ionic liquid may also be difficult. The control over the area of covered surface is poor since it is liquid and tends to spread. Additional capping layer made of very
thin high ε dielectric barriers are used to prevent the reaction with the tested layer [71,72].

4.5

Measurements of solid state gated devices

Both strategies presented above, solid state and ionic liquid gating, were attempted
for the CuMnAs thin layer capped with AlOx . For solid state gating the initial attempts
included preparation of capacitors of submilimetre size to test breakdown voltage and
perform capacitance-voltage profiling (CV profiling).

4.5.1

Test capacitors fabrication and measurement

The 40 nm CuMnAs layer grown on GaP capped with AlOx was used to fabricate
test capacitors by means of ALD technique and thermal evaporation of metallic gate. The
scheme of such test capacitors is shown in Fig. 4.4. 160 nm of HfO2 dielectric barrier was
deposited. Half-milimetre squares of gate metalisation defined by lift-off technique form
separate capacitor plates. The other capacitor plate is formed by the thin CuMnAs layer
and common for all test capacitors. This sample is called RC84b ALD2. The details of
the fabrication process of solid state gated device can be found in section 6.3.
The example of CV curve for one of the capacitors from RC84b ALD2 sample is
plotted in Fig. 4.5. It has been performed by the Keithey 4200-SCS semiconductor characterisation system at room temperature. The AC voltage of f =1 kHz frequency is ap-
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Figure 4.4: The scheme of RC84b ALD2 sample with test capacitors fabricated by means
of ALD technique and thermal evaporation. The capacitors are defined by lift off technique
of Au metallisation that form separate gate pads. Orange lines represent electric bonds.
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Figure 4.5: The C-V profile for the capacitor in the sample RC84b ALD2.
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plied. Its magnitude is swept from 0 to 1 V and back (corresponding to electric field of
E = 0.06 MVcm−2 ). The values of capacitance per surface C/S and θ that were measured
are presented in Fig. 4.5. Capacitance per surface for is C = 6.5 · 10−8 Fcm−2 . It corresponds to the relative electrical permittivity of dielectric barrier εr = 11 according to the
equation 4.2 which is below the values reported in the literature (εr = 16 − 19) [99] .
16 capacitors were tested. 3 of them were short-circuited from the beginning of the
experiment. The other 3 exhibited unchanged properties up to 10 V. For some other
capacitors the breakdown voltage was between 1 V and 10 V. The breakdown voltage
was not determined for all of the capacitors. It was in order to protected them for later
tests and experiments. Determination of the breakdown voltage results in the irreversible
damage of a device. It starts to behave as a usual resistor which is signified by the rapid
change of θ to zero and simultaneous drop of impedance.
Analogous approach of capacitor fabrication was presented in [107]. The electric field
applied to the paramagnetic (Ga,Mn)N layer was as high as E = 2.8 MVcm−1 with the
use of HfO2 and Al2 O3 . However, in this case (Ga,Mn)N surface was prepared by the
shallow oxide plasma etching to clean the surface before the dielectric layer deposition. In
case of CuMnAs, in this work, the oxide plasma etching can result in uncontrolled etching
of a very high rate, so it is not used.

4.5.2

Experiment on solid state gated device

Four solid state gated devices for studying an AMR effect with application of a gate
voltage was fabricated by means of e-beam lithography, wet etching, ALD and thermal
metal deposition. The details of the process can be found in the section 6.3. Fig. 4.6 shows
a photograph of the central part of one of the devices called RC84b 2 RB. It is a 7-arm
cross shaped device that allows to measure longitudinal and transverse resistivity along
different crystalline directions and apply a gate voltage over the investigated central area.
To minimise the risk of undesired short circuit the metallic lead to the gate was made
over and insulating area (trench etched down to the insulating substrate).
Additionally, a rectangular reference capacitor (400µm × 200 µm) was fabricated on
the same wafer in the same process in analogous approach to the one presented in the previous section (Fig. 4.4). It allowed to estimate the capacitance of the small gated structure
presented in Fig. 4.6, which is too little to be directly measured by conventional meters.
The capacitance per surface for the big reference capacitor was measured by the Keithley
4200-SCS semiconductor characterisation system and equaled C = 0.225 µFcm−2 which
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Figure 4.6: The central part of the solid state gated device RC84b 2 RB fabricated for
studies of electric field effect on AMR. The electrical contacts are numbered. The cross
section along the green dotted line is presented in Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The scheme of the cross section along the green dotted line in Fig. 4.6. The
layer thicknesses are: CuMnAs 40 nm, HfO2 60 nm, Au 100 nm. The diagram is not to
scale.
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gives the relative dielectric constant of the HfO2 layer εr = 15. This value is close to
reported in literature (εr = 16 − 19) [99]. It is also higher than presented in the section
4.5.1 due to better ALD process conditions. Consequently, the expected capacitance of
the structure depicted in Fig. 4.6 is C = 0.2 pF. Such low value is beyond the range of
common meters and lower than the capacitance of the electrical connections and BNC
cables used during the experiment.
The main aim of this experiment is to check if the gate voltage changes the resistance
of the material. The additional goal of the study is to check if the resistance dependence
on the gate voltage is the same for the current flowing along different crystalline axes. The
investigated device is put into the helium flow cryostat with the temperature controller.
The measurement setup scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Solid state gated decive RC84b 2 RB fabricated for electric field influence
studies on CuMnAs with the electrical contacts numbered.

The measurement system consisted of the following elements. The DC current flowing
through the device is supplied by the voltage auxiliary output of the Lock-In Stanford
Research 830 and R1 = 10 kΩ resistor connected in series (much more than the measured
two-terminal device resistance). The gate voltage of 1 V is applied in the form of pulses
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which corresponds to the electric field of E = 0.2 MVcm−2 . It is supplied by the parallel
connection of the gate and resistor R2 . The current pulses of magnitude 1 mA and time
duration 5 ms are flowing through the resistor R2 and they are supplied by current source
of the Delta System Keithley 6221. The Delta System consists also of the synchronised
Keithley 2182A nanovoltometer.
This use of the voltage source to supply current may seem counterintuitive. However,
it is done to take advantage of the high sensitivity of the pulsing mode in the Delta System
and synchronised nanovoltometre. The pulsing mode of the Delta System measures the
differences between two voltages on and off the pulse. For the specific case of experiment
presented in Fig. 4.8 a single measurement point is 4-probe measured voltage between the
contacts numbered 3 and 1 ∆Uxx = Uxx (t2 ) − Uxx (t1 ) according to the scheme presented
in the Fig. 4.9. In the measurement described here the following parameters were used
∆td =2 ms, ∆tw =5 ms, ∆ts =100 ms.

Figure 4.9: The scheme of applying the gate voltage in the Boxcar mode. In the described
measurement ∆td =2 ms, ∆tw =5 ms, ∆ts =100 ms

Because the expected effect that is going to be measured is very small the proper
averaging technique needs to be performed. For specific temperature T , current value I
and gate voltage UG , 9000 points of ∆Uxx are collected. Their distribution can be seen
in Fig. 4.10. Such data collection takes between 20-30 minutes. The Gauss curve (equation 4.11) is fitted to the distribution.
(x − xc )2
y = A exp −
2w2

!

(4.11)

The parameter xc which is the central point of the Gauss curve is treated as an averaged
value of the measured quantity. The w is standard deviation and A denotes the amplitude.
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of the collected ∆Uxx values for the I = −150 µA, UG = 1 V
and T = 200 K for the RC84b 2 RB device.

The relevant measure of experimental uncertainty here is the w divided by the square root
of the number of data points (N) which is a standard deviation of the mean. The whole
distribution (Fig. 4.10) is represented as a single point in Fig. 4.11. The measurement
is then repeated for different magnitudes of current flowing through the device between
contacts 6 and 10. A resulting plot represents the ∆Uxx (I) curve. The plots of the data
for different temperatures are provided in Fig. 4.11.
The key information coming from the data presented in Fig. 4.11 is a non-zero slope
of the fitted lines. Moreover, the slopes depend on temperature. They can be understood
as a change in resistance ∆Rxx resulting from the UG applied (∆Rxx = ∆Uxx /I) but it is
not the only possible scenario. The values of the fitted slopes are gathered in Table 4.2.
The non-zero offset in the voltage is observed in each temperature.
The observed non-zero offset can origin from the thermal forces (thermal electromotive
force) occurring on interfaces of different materials on the electrical connections. Although
the Pulse Mode used by the Delta Systems allows to eliminate the influence of thermal
forces, it is used to apply a gate voltage (see Fig. 4.8) but not to supply the current
through the device. The current flowing through the device is a DC current. Therefore, it
may results in appearance of thermal force.
The offset increases with the temperature which is expected in case of thermal forces.
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experiment was performed as indicated in the legends.

T [K]

Rxx [Ω]

a [Ω]

a/Rxx

1.9

3.98

(2 ± 2) · 10−6

(5 ± 5) · 10−7

100

4.85

(7 ± 3) · 10−6

(1.4 ± 0.6) · 10−6

200

7.22

(1.5 ± 0.3) · 10−5

(2.1 ± 0.4) · 10−6

T [K]

Rxy [Ω]

a[Ω]

a/Rxy

300

2.13

−5

(1.8 ± 0.8) · 10

(8.5 ± 0.4) · 10−5

Table 4.2: The slopes of the linear fits from the Fig. 4.11 (column 3). Only neglecting
the leakage current they can be interpreted as changes of the longitudinal resistance
when the 1V of the gate voltage is applied to the structure (∆Rxx (UG = 1 V, T )) and the
same quantity expressed relative to the resistance (column 4). The temperature of the
measurement and resistances are indicted in the first two columns.
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Another possibility to explain both the offset and slopes of the fitted lines in Fig. 4.11 is
an existence of a leakage current. It is understood as the small current δI flowing through
the dielectric barrier corresponding to the constant voltage applied to the capacitor (see
Fig. 4.12). Summing up, the offset voltage is likely to arise both due to the thermal forces
and leakage current in an inseparable way in this experiment.

Figure 4.12: The schematic of the leakage current flow.

Due to the very small size of the capacitor and consequently very little capacitance no
direct measurement of C or CV profiling has been performed. No current flow through
the gate has been recorded during the measurement. It would allow to decide on the role
of leakage current. It has been measured that the resistance of the gate is higher than
> 10 MΩ. It means that the highest possible leakage current that may flow through the
capacitor when constant UG = 1 V is applied is δI = 100 nA. This leakage current can
contribute to the observed voltage change. It has to be noted here that the reasonable
assumption is that leakage current depends on the gate voltage δI(UG ) but not on the
current flowing through the device. But the UG is in fact modified by the changing I
flowing through the device. The device together with the connections exhibits substantial
2-point resistance which results in the small voltage appearance between the layer under
the gate and ground (30 mV in T = 300 K and I = 300 µA). Therefore, the real gate voltage
is UG = 1 V ± 30 mV. This modulation can account for the observed (∆Uxx ) dependences
on gate voltage presented in the Fig. 4.11. Without measuring the current flowing through
the capacitor δI it is impossible here to disentangle the field effect and capacitor leakage.
Only two extreme cases can be considered. On the one hand (i) it can be assumed that if
the resistance of the layer does not change and the observed effect is due to the leakage
current it is of the order of: δI = δU/R = 0.7 nA for 200 K and I = 300 µA. This is a
probable value. On the other hand, (ii) assuming that the leaking current is orders of
magnitude lower and neglecting it, the observed voltage changes ∆Uxx (I) can be fitted
with a line and corresponding slope can be interpreted as a resistance change ∆Rxx . In
such case the ∆Rxx values are presented in Tab. 4.2.
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Without possessing decisive arguments to decide on the origin of the observed ∆Uxx ,
the conclusions drawn from this experiment rather concern the capabilities of experimental procedure. It can be noticed that this experiment can provide a good way to measure
very small changes of voltage as low as 10−8 V which can be exploited in the future experiments. The described measurements on this device were interrupted by the unintentional
device damage denying more accurate studies. Several attempts of the fabrication of more
devices and measurements have been undertaken but due to large timescale of the fabrication and experimental procedure the efforts were redirected to the ionic liquid gating
as a possibly more promising technique.

4.6
4.6.1

Ionic liquid gating
Experiment with unstructured 40 nm CuMnAs layer

The ionic liquid N,N-Diethyl-N-methyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl)ammonium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide, 99% (DEME-TFSI) was used to study the electric field effect on CuMnAs.
The chemical formula of DEME-TFSI is presented in Fig. 4.13). The first experimental
attempt was performed on unstructured elongated piece of the 40 nm CuMnAs wafer with
2.5 nm AlOx capping layer, grown on GaP. Four wires were mounted to the sample to
measure longitudinal resistance as shown in Fig. 4.14.

Figure 4.13: The chemical formula for DEME-TFSI ionic liquid [120].

The droplet of IL is deposited on the surface. Due to the high viscosity it spreads
slowly over the central region and remains stable afterwards. The gold electrode is dipped
in the IL so that it does not touch the the sample forming the gate (see Fig. 4.14).
The capping AlOx layer protecting the CuMnAs layer from oxidation in ambient con-
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Figure 4.14: Schemes of the experimental setup for the ionic liquid gating experiment
performed on the non-structurised elongated piece of 40 nm CuMnAs.
ditions has been preserved and assumed to be fully oxidized as discussed in section 1.6.1.
It prevents chemical reaction between CuMnAs and DEME-TFSI and act as an additional
dielectric barrier. The analogous approach of using DEME-TFSI together with HfO2 dielectric was presented in references [71, 72]. The ionic liquid (IL) does not form the ideal
capacitor. It can also conduct current. Thus, it can be considered as an equivalent circuit
of resistor and capacitor connected in series.
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Figure 4.15: The CV measurement for the DEME TFSI IL droplet deposited on the 40 nm
CuMnAs layer and gold electrode on top of the droplet (see Fig. 4.14) The AC voltage
of the frequency f = 1 kHz is applied and swept from UG =0 to 1 V and back. The
corresponding capacitance per area is C/S=0.32 µFcm−2 .

What is more, the measurement of the current in series with gate (IG ) results in
curve resembling exponential decay, but charging time constant τ largely exceeds ex-
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Figure 4.16: The slow decay process of IG after changing UG when no current is applied
through the CuMnAs layer (see Fig. 4.14 for experimental setup)

Figure 4.17: The model of three-step structure variation on the ionic liquid and interface
with the corresponding timescales [121].
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pected value and can be as long as tens of seconds (Fig. 4.16). In principle, basing on the
relation τ = RC it should be possible to determine the capacitance and the resistance of
the bulk IL, but it would lead to overestimation of these values in the described case. The
unexpectedly large τ for the ionic liquids had been already observed [113, 121, 122]. In
fact, complex phenomena occurs on the interfaces of IL and the layer when the voltage is
applied. The first most obvious effect is the cation and anion transport to the electrodes
which is the fastest process. Then, with the timescale of hundreds of ms reorientation of
the ions close to the surface takes place. The slowest effect can be lateral 2D-reorganisation
of the ionic layer close to the electrode [121]. These processes are shown in Fig. 4.17. It
is now assumed that the fastest process accounts for the emergence of the strong interfacial electric field which is not largely affected by the two subsequent processes [121].
Nevertheless, the fast modulation of the voltage used to determine the capacitance of the
IL (f = 1 kHz) in the Fig. 4.15 may be too fast and can lead to underestimation of the
capacitance. Utmost caution must be applied in analysis of these quantities due to the
complex IL dynamics. Furthermore, the exact value of the electric field at the interface
is difficult to estimate and may vary depending on the structure of the electric double layer.
The main aim of the experiment is to observe a dependence of Rxx on UG . A useful
quantity will be < defined in equation 4.10. For the experiment, the sample is put into
the vacuum chamber. The temperature is stabilized at T = 300 K with the temperature
controller. The current source Keithley 6221 (K6221) is used to supply current between
the contacts 1 and 4 (see Fig. 4.14) in the Delta Mode, i.e. the current polarity is changed
every 5 ms. The synchronised nanovoltometre Keithley 2182A is connected to the contacts 2 and 3. It measures the difference between the voltage for two opposite current
polarities and divides it by 2. According to the scheme (Fig. 4.18), the single data point is
Um = (UI+ − UI− )/2, where UI+ and UI− are voltages measured for the opposite current
polarities. This method allows to eliminate the thermal electromotive forces and provide
high sensitivity of the measurement.
The current magnitude in this experiment is I = 100 µA. Contact 4 (as shown in
Fig. 4.14) together with the (-) output of the current source and (-) output of the voltage
source is connected to the ground. Additionally, voltage source Keithley 2602 (K2602)
was used to modulate the gate voltage (UG ) with a much smaller frequency. Every 22.5 s
UG is toggled between 1 V to 0. K2602 allows also to measure the current flowing through
the gate. It can be a useful indication of charging/discharging and leakage of the capacitor.
The example of experimental results are shown in the Fig. 4.19. A weak modulation of
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Figure 4.18: The scheme of a measurement in the Delta Mode. Changing the polarity of the
current allows to eliminate the thermal forces. Measured quantity is Um = (UI+ − UI− )/2.

the measured voltage with the same periodicity as the applied gate voltage can be seen.
To make it more clear separate distributions of Rm for two values of UG can be plotted
(Fig. 4.20), where Rm = Um /I. The fit of Gauss curves to these two distributions indicate
the separation between them ∆Rm = 2.9 · 10−4 Ω. However, the clarification of this is
provided in the following paragraphs.
Delta Mode of the measurement changes the current flow polarity every 5 ms. Changing the current flow direction must be triggered by the small modulation of the voltage
applied to the sample current contact. Is it a variation around ±14 mV which is much
smaller than the nominal UG = 1 V applied to the gate. It practically means that UG
is modulated by ±14 mV every 5 ms and causes partial charging and discharging of the
capacitor. The probing time of IG (27 ms) is larger than the period of current polarity
modulation (5 ms). It explains the lack of clear pattern in Fig. 4.19 (b) but also the
existence of repetitive features (for example high value of |IG | (nearly 4 nA) after each
UG change). This effect can be seen much clearer in the following section in case of 10 nm
sample.
Rm does not necessarily reflect Rxx that is the change of sample resistance when the
gate voltage is applied. To determine whether the pattern of Rm is connected to the true
changes of sample resistance Rxx , the experimental setup must be considered in more
detail. The experimental setup (Fig. 4.21) can be represented by the equivalent circuit
(Fig. 4.22). Measured sample can be considered as a set of 3 resistors connected in series:
R1 , Rxx , and R1 . Only Rxx is a function of UG whereas 2R1 represent the part of the
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Figure 4.19: Experimental data plotted as a function of time: (a) relative changes of
measured resistance ∆Rm /Rm = (Rm (UG )−Rm (UG = 0 V))/Rm (UG = 0 V) and Rm = Um /I
, (b) current measurent in series with the gate, (c) voltage applied to the gate electrode,
T =300 K.
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Figure 4.20: Separate distributions of the Rm for the gate voltage UG = 1 V and UG = 0
and corresponding Gauss fits.
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sample not covered by the ionic liquid and remaining unchanged during the experiment.
R1 is estimated to be around 10 Ω that is around 1/6 of the average Rm . The estimation
is based on the optical control of the area covered by ionic liquid.

Figure 4.21: The experimental setup used to study the electric field influence on CuMnAs.

Figure 4.22: The equivalent circuit for the experimental setup of Fig. 4.21. Measured
sample can be considered as a set of 3 resistors connected in series: R1 , Rxx , and R1 . Only
Rxx is a function of UG .
The imperfections of the capacitor have to be taken into account. They lead to the
non-zero leakage current δI of the capacitor that is the current flowing through the capacitor in the infinite time after application of UG . The leakage current is represented by
a curved black arrow in Fig. 4.22 when UG > 0. The current flowing through the sample
is modulated, so δI may also flow towards the current source but the symmetry of the
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experimental setup is assumed so that it does not affect Um . It means that all the δI is
assumed to go into the sample exactly at half of the length of the Rxx resistor.
δI is estimated by measuring IG as a function of time after application of the UG
(Fig. 4.16) and by extrapolating IG to the infinite time with the exponential decay function. The readings from the first 5 seconds are not included because that does not reflect
simple exponential decay (as has been discussed the IL behaviour cannot be described by
a simple single stage process - Fig. 4.17 and [121]). In a simple model it can be expected
that for UG = 0 there is no leakage current δI = 0 but the experiment show that it can be
significantly different from zero (Fig. 4.23). The possible reasons for this are IL contamination and traces of chemical reaction.
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Figure 4.23: Time changes of IG in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22
after (a) changing UG from 0 V to 1 V or (b) from 1 V to 0 V. The thick red lines represents
the exponential decay curves. It allows to determine the leakage current δI.
The analysis of the equivalent circuit results in the following expression:
∆Rxx
Rxx (UG ) − Rxx (UG = 0 V)
=
=
Rxx
Rxx (UG = 0)
and:
∂
<=
∂UG

Um (UG )
I
Um (0)
I



− 2R1 1 +


− 2R1 1 +

δI(UG )
2I

δI(0)
2I

Rxx (UG ) − Rxx (UG = 0 V)
Rxx (UG = 0)



·

1+
1+

δI(0)
2I
δI(UG )
2I

− 1 (4.12)

!

(4.13)

For the values determined in the experiments (shown in Fig. 4.19 and 4.20) and error
propagation analysis:
< = (4.5 ± 1.5) · 10−6 V−1

(4.14)

The error propagation analysis were performed using partial differential relations:
∆< =

v
u
uX
t
i

∂<
∆xi
∂xi

!2

(4.15)
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where xi are the parameters in the equation 4.12 and ∆xi are the experimental uncertainties. The exact values used for the calculation with the experimental uncertainties can be
found in Table 4.3.

Quantity (xi )

Value

Uncertainty

Unit

∂<
∆xi
∂xi

Um (UG = 1 V)

7.028018 · 10−3

10−9

V

2.2 · 10−7

Um (UG = 0 V)

7.027989 · 10−3

10−9

V

2.2 · 10−7

I

10−4

0

A

0

R1

12

10

Ω

1.4 · 10−6

δI(UG = 1 V)

−100

100

pA

5.2 · 10−7

δI(UG = 0 V)

140

100

pA

2.6 · 10−7

Table 4.3: The values and uncertainties used in the calculation of < in equation 4.12.
The necessity of proper determination of δI(UG = 0) and δI(UG = 1) should be emphasised here. There are such pairs of these values that can explain the modulation of
Um observed in Fig. 4.19 and give < = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.24. The colormap
representing the possible values of < is shown as a function of two parameters δI(UG = 0)
and δI(UG = 1). The thick gray line on the graph represents such pairs of δI that < is zero
(and it is negative for all shades of grey). However, within the experimental uncertainty
< = (4.5 ± 1.5) · 10−6 V−1 as marked by the red rectangle. The red rectangle was marked
basing on the final ∆< (equation 4.15) not just the δI uncertainty. Consequently, the
measurement reveal the true changes of sample resistance.
Analogous experiments were performed for the modulation of the UG = ±0.5 V, ±1 V
and ±1.5 V. For the 1.5 V a constant drift of the Rxx (t) is observed so this measurement
was not taken into account during analysis. It is likely that at these voltages chemical
reaction starts due to possible contribution of contaminants. Voltage has not been ramped
up above these values. The collected values of the relative resistance changes for 40 nm
thick layer has been summarised in the Fig. 4.25.
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40 nm thick CuMnAs layer in IL gating experiment. In case of black points ∆Rxx /Rxx is
defined as: (Rxx (UG ) − Rxx (−UG1 )) /Rxx (−UG1 )
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Experiment with unstructured 10 nm CuMnAs layer

The experiments for the RC133 C 10 nm CuMnAs sample grown on GaAs have been
performed in the same experimental setup and with analogous measurement methods as
described in section 4.6.1 (see Fig. 4.14). Capacitance per area determined in CV profiling by Keithley 4200-SCS is C/S = 0.4 µFcm−2 . They bring clearer observation of the
field effect in CuMnAs layer (Fig. 4.27). The relative changes of resistance - < - reach
around 3 · 10−4 for UG = 1 V . Consideration of the more detailed model (Fig. 4.22 and
equation 4.12 in the previous section) in order to rule out the contribution of the leakage
current and resistance of the sample part uncovered by IL does not show any significant
difference between Rxx and Rm (see previous section for relevant definitions) as shown
in Fig. 4.27. Hence, Rm can be interpreted as Rxx here. This is due to the larger size of
the < that cannot be explained by the leakage current. This can be further confirmed
by measuring the values of ∆Rm /Rm for different probing currents (Fig. 4.26). No clear
dependence has been found here. The values of Rm have been determined by Gauss fits
to the histograms of collected data for different UG (Fig. 4.20) and leakage currents by
the exponential fits to IG (t) (Fig. 4.23) analogously to the procedures introduced in the
previous section.
Fig. 4.27 allows to determine ∂Rxx /∂UG assuming linear dependence of Rxx :
< = (3.1 ± 0.5) · 10−4 V−1

(4.16)

∂Rxx
= (2 ± 0.3) · 10−1 ΩV−1
∂UG

(4.17)

These quantities will be then used to determine field mobility in section 4.7.
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Figure 4.26: The experimental results of the relative longitudinal resistance change
∆Rxx /Rxx as a function of the probing current.
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In case of experiments with 10 nm unstructured layer constant resistance drift of resistance was observed (Fig. 4.28). This can be due to the chemical reaction that takes place at
the edges or in the places where the capping layer is defected. The rate of resistance drift
(∂Rxx /∂t) was constant in time except of negative voltages UG = −1 V, −0.8 V, −0.6 V
where the drift was suppressed but the noise increased. To perform analysis the linear
background has been subtracted (Fig. 4.29).
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Figure 4.28: The dependence of ∆Rxx /Rxx on the gate voltage modulation amplitude.

The current polarity reverses every 10 s and UG changes every 200 s, which results in
modulated charging curve of IG visible in Fig. 4.29.
So far it has been shown that is it possible to measure very little changes as little
as ∆Rxx /Rxx = 4.5 · 10−6 due to the electric field applied in semimetallic thin 40 nm or
10 nm layer of CuMnAs with relatively simple experimental setup using ionic liquid in
room temperature. The next interesting step is studying whether the observed changes
of resistivity of CuMnAs under the influence of gate voltage depend on the orientation
of the current with respect to the crystalline axes. A confrontation of such dependence
and AMR effect symmetry can in principle lead to the conclusions about a change in
magnetic order if it exist. Another interesting problem is whether the field effect has any
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influence on the AF switching. To address these question the studies of ∆Rxx /Rxx have
to be performed in different geometrical configurations using specially designed devices
which is a topic of the next subsection.
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Figure 4.29: The dependence of ∆Rxx /Rxx on the gate voltage modulation amplitude.
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Experiment with 10 nm CuMnAs device

The central part of the first fabricated device RC133 A made of the 10 nm CuMnAs
layer is presented in the Fig. 4.30. The dark blue areas are trenches etched down to the
GaAs substrate. The remaining brighter area is conductive CuMnAs and arms leading
to the contact pads are visible. After the deposition of a droplet of IL DEME TFSI the
electrical contact between different pads was lost and microscope inspection revealed the
device damage (Fig. 4.31) the most severe in the places close to trenches. This suggests
that the chemical reaction takes place on the edges of the etched area.

Figure 4.30: The central part of the RC133 A device before the experiment. Dark blue are
trenches etched down to the substrate (GaAs). The remaining light blue area is CuMnAs.

The device design was changed and in the next attempt, the 50 nm dielectric Al2 O3
coating was deposited by ALD on the etched trenches to protect the device RC133 E from
undesired chemical reactions. The central region of the device is presented in the Fig. 4.32
and the birds eye view is in the Fig. 4.33.
The sample was put in the cryostat with the LakeShore temperature controller to
stabilize room temperature and pumped down to prevent IL contamination. The probing
current is supplied by the built-in digital generator of the Lock-In Amplifier Stanford
Research 860 and the resistor connected in series to the its output. The example of the
measurement configuration is shown in the Fig. 4.34. The amplitude of the probing current is 10 µA with the frequency f = 11 Hz and time constant τ = 500 ms. The real part
of the longitudinal impedance is denoted by Rxx and the imaginary part by XCxx .
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Figure 4.31: The central part of the RC133 A device few hours after the IL deposition
(washed off before taking the picture). Dark grey thick lines are trenches. Black dots
and flicks are places of the chemical reaction between CuMnAs layer and IL. In the
very centre all the currents path are affected. No electrical connection has been detected
between different contact pads at this stage.

Figure 4.32: The microphotograph of the central part of RC133 E device. The dark brown
areas are etched trenches covered with 50 nm Al2 O3 (light brown). The light remaining
area is CuMnAs layer covered with 2.5 nm AlOx . The blue features visible at the border
of Al2 O3 layer are parts of the dielectric not tightly covering the underneath layer called
‘fences’. They occur typically after lift-off process following the ALD deposition.
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Figure 4.33: The microscope mapping of the RC133 E device. The shape is close to 5 × 5
mm square. The blue layer is CuMnAs film. Golden rectangles are contact pads. The
brown lines are trenches covered with Al2 O3 defining the contact pads and current paths.
One of the pads is isolated to form the gate pad (right top part), which will act as a
capacitor electrode. Another one is formed by the remaining CuMnAs layer including the
central part of the device. The red dotted circle is an estimation of the size of ionic liquid
droplet.
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Figure 4.34: The example of the experimental configuration for the electric field influence
study in the device made of 10 nm layer of CuMnAs. The contact names are denoted by
the red letters. In the example shown the probing current flows horizontally between W
and E contacts along the [100] CuMnAs axis and the voltage is measured by between the
SW and SE with the Lock-in amplifier. The gate electrode is beyond the field of view, the
IL is transparent and covers all visible area.

The change of the real part of the impedance with the UG has been observed for two
different current paths along the [100] and [110]. No significant difference in the field effect exceeding the experimental uncertainty has been observed as can be seen in the data
gathered in Tab. 4.4. The example of the distribution curves for two different values of
UG is presented in the Fig. 4.35. The imaginary part of the longitudinal impedance is not
constant but exhibits charging behaviour, that is every time after the applying/setting the
voltage to the gate electrode the exponential-like decay can be observed. It is always at
least order magnitude smaller than the real part. It can be explained by the long timescale
gate electrode processes typical for IL as described earlier in the text. The comparison of
the impedance components is shown in Fig. 4.36
A small signal to noise ratio was observed for the RC133 E device. This fact does not
allow to observe difference of the ∆Rxx /Rxx between different crystalline axes that would
be smaller than 40%. It is highly desirable to decrease the uncertainty values.
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Crystal direction parallel to J

UG modulation

< [V−1 ]

[100]

±0.75 V

(7 ± 2) · 10−4

[100]

±1 V

(6 ± 1) · 10−4

[110]

±1 V

(5 ± 2) · 10−4
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Table 4.4: The comparison of the field effect for two different crystal axes in case of device
made of 10 nm CuMnAs thin layer and IL gating. No difference in the effect between
different crystalline directions has been observed exceeding the experimental uncertainty.
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Figure 4.35: The example of the distribution of collected values of real part of the
impedance for UG = ±1 V and corresponding Gaussian curve fits.
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The noise observed for RC133 E in T = 300 K is significantly larger in comparison to
the unstructured layer in section 4.6.2 while the probing current in both experiments is
the same (I = 10 µA). The measurements of classical Hall effect in RC133 E at different
temperatures reveal that the experimental error is order of magnitude smaller in 150 K
than in room temperature for the same device, experimental setup and electrical connections (Fig. 4.39 and 4.40). The only factor that has been changed is the temperature. It
can be correlated with the fact that DEME-TFSI exhibits glass transition temperature at
T = 182 K where the mobility of ions drops down to zero [123–125]. It can be concluded
that the ionic liquid presence on the structured layer is a source of the observed noise but
the detailed picture remains unclear.
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the gate voltage UG as a function of time for the probing current direction along the [100]
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Classical Hall measurements of CuMnAs

Hall measurements of thin CuMnAs films were performed on 10 nm and 40 nm layers
in different temperatures ranging from 1.9 K to 300 K in the helium flow cryostat on the
40 nm and 10 nm CuMnAs samples. The hall bar device investigated in case of 40 nm
layer (i) was made of 40 nm CuMnAs grown on GaP (Fig. 4.37). In case of 10 nm layer
(ii) the 8 arm cross device was used (Fig. 4.32). In the first case (i) the AC sine current
with the frequency of f = 17 Hz and amplitude of I = 10 µA was provided by the Lock-In
Stanford Research 830. The out of plane magnetic field was swept between 5 T and -5 T.
In the second case (ii) the current was applied of the magnitude of 1 µA and frequency
f = 13 Hz by Keithley 6221 AC/DC current source and both longitudinal and transverse
resistance were recorded with Stanford Research Lock-in amplifiers SR860/830. The out
of plane magnetic field was swept between ±9 T. In both cases the current was applied
along either [100] or [010] crystal CuMnAs axis. Additionally, for 10 nm sample the ionic
liquid was deposited on the device and gate voltage was applied to the device.

Figure 4.37: A part of Hall bar device RC84c 6 used in Hall experiments fabricated with
e-beam lithography, atomic layer deposition and thermal evaporation. The elongated dark
blue stripe is a protective HfO2 cap with the current channel underneath defined by the
etched trenches (dark brown). The pink CuMnAs layer and gold contact pads are also
visible. At the right side there is a simplified scheme of the device.

The sign of the Hall coefficient was determined measuring in the same setup the
reference sample of (Ga,Mn)As where holes are known to be majority carriers. The studied
CuMnAs layer exhibits the same sign of Hall coefficient as (Ga,Mn)As. All data underwent
0
antisymmetrisation that is: Rxy
= [Rxy (B) − Rxy (−B)] /2. The Hall coefficient can be
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described as:
t
(4.18)
B
where t denotes the layer thickness and B is magnetic field induction value. RH is expressed
0
RH = Rxy

in Ωcm/T. In single carrier model RH can be interpreted as:
RH =

1
pq

(4.19)

where p is the volume carrier concentration and q is carrier charge. The single carrier
model will be applied here to estimate the carrier concentration, however it can be an
inappropriate model here as discussed in the introduction and [11]. Hall mobility µH can
be extracted from the following dependence:
σxx = pqµH

(4.20)

µH is expressed in cm2 V−1 s−1 . The obtained Hall coefficients, calculated carrier concentration and Hall mobilities for the 40 nm layer are gathered in the Fig. 4.38. These values
can be also found in the table (Tab. 4.7) together with the values for 10 nm CuMnAs layer.

T [K]

t [nm]

UG [V]

RH [Ωcm/T]

p [cm−3 ]

µH [cm2 V−1 s−1 ]

2

40

-

(3.3 ± 0.1) · 10−8

(1.89 ± 0.06) · 1022

9.4 ± 0.3

100

40

-

(3.6 ± 0.1) · 10−8

(1.73 ± 0.05) · 1022

8.4 ± 0.2

−8

22

200

40

-

(3.8 ± 0.1) · 10

(1.64 ± 0.04) · 10

6.0 ± 0.2

300

40

-

(3.5 ± 0.1) · 10−8

(1.78 ± 0.05) · 1022

3.7 ± 0.1

300

40

-

(3.7 ± 0.1) · 10−8

(1.69 ± 0.05) · 1022

3.9 ± 0.1

21

5.7 ± 0.1

21

152

10

0

−7

(1.84 ± 0.03) · 10

−7

(3.39 ± 0.06) · 10

152

10

-2

(1.86 ± 0.02) · 10

(3.35 ± 0.04) · 10

5.7 ± 0.1

283

10

1,

(1.2 ± 0.2) · 10−7

(5.2 ± 0.9) · 1021

3.3 ± 0.5

283

10

-1

(1.4 ± 0.1) · 10−7

(4.5 ± 0.3) · 1021

3.8 ± 0.3

The gate voltage applied to the device made of 10 nm does not cause observable
changes of the Hall coefficient within the experimental uncertainty. This can be also seen
in the Fig. 4.39.
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Figure 4.38: Data obtained in the Hall experiments for 40 nm CuMnAs layer.
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Figure 4.39: The Hall resistivity dependence on magnetic field of the RC133 E device at
T = 283 K. The AC current was applied between contacts SE and NW and Hall voltage
was measured using E and S contacts (for contact names see Fig. 4.34) using Lock-in
amplifiers. Two sets of data points and corresponding fitted lines for 2 different gate
voltage overlap.
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Figure 4.40: The Hall resistivity dependence on magnetic field of the RC133 E device at
T = 152 K. The AC current was applied between contacts indicated by the letters in the
legend after ‘I’ and corresponding Hall voltage was measured using contact indicated after
‘U’ (for contact names see Fig. 4.34). The Lock-in technique was used. The most striking
difference beteween this data set and the upper panel is large noise recorded in T = 283 K.
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The Hall mobility can be in principle compared to the field mobility defined as:
1 1 ∂Rxx
1 dGxx
=
(4.21)
µfield =
2 ∂U
C/S dUG
C/S Rxx
G
Where C/S is capacitance per area and Gxx is longitudinal conductivity. For the 10 nm
thin film layer these the value can be calculated (see Fig. 4.27). The mobilities determined
by the Hall measurements are compared in table 4.5 with mobilities obtained in the
experiments with the electric field influence on CuMnAs.

4.8

Discussion and conclusions

The experimental studies on thin layers of antiferromagnetic CuMnAs capped with
AlOx confirmed the research hypothesis that electric field can modify the properties of the
studied layers. The main finding of this chapter is that their resistivity can change when
the electric field is applied. This was tested in three independent experiments for two layers of different thicknesses (10 nm and 40 nm) with the ionic liquid double layer capacitor
at room temperature. Experiments with solid state capacitor are promising in terms of
further studies but the influence of electric field effect cannot be fully ascertained due to
possible alternative scenarios. The parameters determined in this chapter are gathered in
table 4.5.

I

II

III

IV

10 nm

10 nm

40 nm

40 nm

Ionic Liquid

Ionic Liquid

Ionic Liquid

Solid State

Device

Layer

Layer

Device

T = 300 K

T = 300 K

T = 300 K

T = 200 K

(2.9 ± 0.7) · 10−5

(2.1 ± 0.1) · 10−5

(4.5 ± 1.5) · 10−6

-

< calculated [V−1 ]
< experimental [V−1 ]

(5 ± 4) · 10−4
(6 ± 2) · 10−4

µH [cm2 /Vs]
2

µE [cm /Vs]

(3.1 ± 0.5) · 10−4
5±1

3±1

3.6 ± 0.6
2±1

1.5 ± 0.6

-

Table 4.5: Comparison of the calculated and experimentally determined values of relative
changes of longitudinal resistance per unit voltage and Hall and field mobilities, µH and
µE , respectively.
Estimations of expected relative resistance changes have been performed using a simple model of changing the carrier concentration in the layer with the electric field. They
were based on the carrier concentration determined in classical Hall experiments and capacitance obtained in CV profiling. In case of the 10 nm layer experimentally determined
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relative changes of the resistance < are in a good agreement with the estimations (columns
I-III). For the 40 nm layer measured value is one order of magnitude lower than calculated (column IV). For the solid state gating case the exact value could not be determined.
The discrepancy in case of 40 nm layer can originate from the poor quality of the interface caused by oxidation of CuMnAs due to significant amount of storage time between
the growth and the experiment. The assumption of an independence of carrier mobility
on concentration was briefly discussed in section 4.3. It seems that if is was violated, it
would cause rather larger effect than estimated. The possible unintentional contamination
of ionic liquid with traces of water from the air can also account for this discrepancy in a
certain degree.
It is highly desirable to rule out the possible role of AlOx in the studied effects. It
should include investigating different samples than considered in this work. The growth
of CuMnAs layer capped with a dielectric barrier should be performed in the same epitaxial process without taking the sample out of the vacuum. This can prevent an undesired
oxidation of CuMnAs. Further studies can additionally include comparison of experimental results depending on different layer thicknesses of the AlOx protective capping layer.
The experiments performed allow to compare carrier mobility µ determined with two
independent methods - measuring the electric field effect and the classical Hall effect. Mobility determined by the electric field effect is lower. The electric field penetrates only the
interfacial region whereas the Hall effect probes the whole thickness of the tested layer.
Lower values of µE are therefore not surprising, they can have origin in the presence of
surface scattering or traps on the interface as it has been shown in the literature [126].
Collected data are not sufficient to conclude about the presence and form of magnetic
order changes. Further experiments are further needed to explore the whole area: comparison of the changes of resistivity with current applied along different crystalline directions
when UG is applied (in solid state gating approach) and comparison of AF switching effect
with the UG applied and without UG .
The main problem that did not allow to conclude about the differences in the changes
of resistivity when the current is flowing along different crystalline directions was a poor
signal to noise ratio. Several technological solutions should be tested to gain in the signal
to noise ratio: (a) the studies with the IL in low temperatures, even below the phase
transition of IL that results in lower noise but introduces the necessity of the warming
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up the sample to faciliate while UG change, (b) the growth and investigation of thinner
than 10 nm CuMnAs layers, (c) fabrication of the solid state gated device with Al2 O3 as
a dielectric barrier as deposition of the Al2 O3 on the AlOx cap may result in the better
quality of the insulating barrier, higher breakdown voltage due to the similarity of these
two materials.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
The thesis summarises investigations on how the antiferromagnetic domain structure
of CuMnAs and its transport properties can change with the use of electrical methods
that is applying the electrical current or electric field to the material.
The introduction (chapter 1) presents basic properties of antiferromagnets, the examples of their applications in spintronics and the role of spin-orbit coupling in switching
the magnetic moments direction. It was then explained how the electrical current may
be used to change the magnetic moments orientation in CuMnAs. Moreover, chapter 1
included the presentation of CuMnAs properties and experimental techniques relevant to
the thesis. Subsequent chapters 2-4 present the core experimental work undertaken by
the author to explore the main topic of the thesis. Chapter 2 focuses on the imaging
the domain structure of CuMnAs and how it changes under the influence of electrical
current. Chapter 3 shows the attempts of manipulating single antiferromagnetic domains
and domain walls. Finally, chapter 4 concerns the effect of the electric field applied to the
structure of CuMnAs capped with AlOx in the geometry resembling field effect transistors.
The main achievements presented in this work are the following:
• Successful imaging of the changes in the antiferromagnetic domain structure under
the influence of the current pulses.
• Observation of the good correspondence between the integrated XMLD signal and
transverse resistance alternations after application of current pulses proving the
magnetic origin of switching pattern in the electrical signal.
• Comparison of dependence of the domain structure changes on the current direction and magnitude confirming the geometry expected for the Néel order spin-orbit
torque.
140
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• Demonstration of the spatial inhomogeneity of current induced switching in CuMnAs.
• Showing the ability to control single antiferromagnetic domain features that is setting locally the single domain state or inducing repetitive movements of 180◦ domain
wall.
• Demonstation of the feasibility of electric field modulation of the resistivity of a
conductive structure of CuMnAs capped with AlOx .
It appears clear that further experimental studies of the small devices may be needed
to resolve some of the obstacles encountered here. They can lead to the single domain
reversible control by the electrical current in CuMnAs after the implementation of the
technological suggestions included in the chapter 3. Other technical challenges presented
in conclusions of chapter 4 should be overcome to observe and study the gating electric
field effect on magnetic order in CuMnAs and other AF materials.

Chapter 6
Appendix
6.1

List of layers used in the experiments

Each CuMnAs device studied in this work has a name starting from the layer identifier.
The following table presents the list of layers used in the work:

6.2

Identifier

Substrate

CuMnAs Layer thickness [nm]

VH02

GaP

20

VH26

GaAs

80

VH35

GaP

60

RC84

GaP

40

RC85

GaAs

60

RC133

GaAs

10

Rotated geometry

This section explains and provides justification for the geometry of the pulsing experiments in (chapter 2) that will be hereafter called ‘rotated’. A test of pulsing experiment
performed in this geometry confirming its utility is shown here which was a preparation
for the PEEM-XMLD imaging. Fig. 6.1 presents the geometry for the switching experiment in CuMnAs analogous to the one used in [1]. In this case two opposite arms of the
cross are used to apply current pulse of high density. When the current flows through the
central region it spreads. This is due to the fact that locally it encounters a very large cross
section. Such behaviour was confirmed by finite element calculations [45]. Consequently,
higher density of the current is expected in the arms of the device than in the central
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region.

Figure 6.1: The schemes of the CuMnAs device showing the geometry of the switching
experiment using the example of 4-arms device. The white area represents the conductive
thin film of CuMnAs. The black areas shows trenches etched down to the insulating
substrate. Electrical current can be applied between two opposite contacts as shown by
the red arrow.
It is possible to connect a pair of the neighbouring arms to the plus output of the
current source and the other two to the ground (minus) of the current source. It is presented in the Fig. 6.2. In this case the highest current density is in the central region of
the structure whereas beyond it, the current splits between two arms of the device. The
rotated geometry helps to decrease the power necessary to produce electrical pulse high
enough to switch the spin axis. This is also the way of preventing undesired destruction
of the arms or other electrical connections far from the centre due to the high current.
Moreover, rotated geometry involves all four arms of the device in the pulsing and in
principle can eliminate any potential non-symmetric thermal or elastic effects related to
different current density distribution among the arms of a device.

Figure 6.2: The schemes of the CuMnAs 4-arms device showing rotated geometry of the
switching experiment. In this case, all arms of the device are used for pulsing. It is worth
noting that the resulting current density vector direction in the centre of the device is
rotated by 45◦ tilted with respect to the current density shown Fig. 6.1.
4-arm cross devices allow to perform 4-point electrical measurements for transverse
resistance R xy . Two possible ways of probing transverse resistance are shown in Fig. 6.3.
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There is also a possibility to probe in a non-local configuration which may comprise some
contribution from R xx . The non-local configurations are shown in the Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.3: Configurations of electrical probing called transverse resistance R xy in 4-arm
device. Red letters and arrows indicate the direction of the current whereas the black ones
represents voltage probes.

Figure 6.4: Configurations of probing transverse resistance R nl in 4-arm device. The symbols are analogous to these used in Fig. 6.3.

6.2.1

Test experiments with device VH26PEEM RG1

First electrical tests for the new, rotated geometry is performed for the device made of
70nm CuMnAs layer grown on GaAs substrate (device VH26PEEM RG1). It was fabricated by means of photolithography and wet etching. The electrical contacts to the layer
are made of thermally evaporated 20 nm of Cr and 200 nm of Au. The microstructure is
presented in the Fig 6.5. Wet etching procedure results in device imperfections including
non-horizontal profile of the etched walls and rounding of the corners (which practically
√
means that d > a 2 according to the notation in the Fig 6.5). The smaller the structure
is the more important these effects are. 2-probe voltage (U ) dependence on current (I)
for the device was measured between different contacts to check the linearity i.e. if the
contacts are ohmic. Fig. 6.6 presents U (I) dependence measured for VH26PEEM RG1
device in 2 point configuration. Voltage depends on current linearly in examined range
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Figure 6.5: The central region of the rotated PEEM device (VH26PEEM RG1). The bottom part presents the real microscopic photograph with dimensions indicated (a=10 µm,
b=15 µm) and principal crystallographic directions shown. The upper part is idealized
scheme of the corresponding profile along the red dotted line. The thickness of the layer is
c=70 nm. In reality the steps are not perfectly vertical since wet etching method is used.

Figure 6.6: The U (I) dependence of the VH26PEEM RG1 device in 2-point geometry.
The numbers in the legend and inset scheme of the device are contacts names. Error bars
are comparable in size to the data points. Linear fits were performed and the resistance
determined for two orthogonal current channels.
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of current magnitude. Lines were fit to the acquired data. 2-point resistances for two orthogonal channels are (199.4 ± 0.1) Ω and (205.9 ± 0.1) Ω.
The sample then is placed in the helium flow cryostat. Although, the experiment will
be performed in room temperature (T=300 K), its high stability is desirable to avoid
thermal fluctuations contributing to noise, hence the cryostat is an appropriate environment. Moreover it isolates from the oxygen in the air preventing from undesired sample
oxidation. The cryostat provides a resistor a responsible for heating with PID loop and
helium flow which provide the temperature control. The Keithley 2000 multimeter is used
to read voltages and Keithley 2600 as a current source.

Figure 6.7: Hall signals (R xy1 , R xy2 ) measured in two different, orthogonal channels after
the current pulses of alternating orthogonal direction. The measurement number is the
number of the pulse after which the probing was measured with one exception - point 58 is
measured after an overnight break in the measurements and cool down to the temperature
of 150 K and heating up to the room temperature again.

The effect of current induced switching was studied for the device. The time duration
of current pulses of high density is 50 milisecond. The magnitude of the pulses use for the
experiment were between 10 mA and 75 mA. For a=10 µm (Fig. 6.6) it corresponds to
the current densities in the range J =106 Acm−2 to J =7.6 · 106 Acm−2 . After a pulse in
the configuration either A or B (as shown in the Fig. 6.1) several minutes of the waiting
time is set to allow the heat to dissipate. Then probing current equaling I = 0.5 mA in
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multiple configurations corresponding to transverse resistance in two different channels
(R xy1 , R xy2 ) as shown in the Fig. 6.3 and four non-local (R nl1 , R nl2 , R nl3 , R nl4 ) according
to Fig. 6.4. After probing another pulse is applied in the perpendicular direction with
respect to the previous one. The experiment is performed at T =300 K.
The switching pattern in AMR signals is becoming visible for 55 mA pulses (J = 5.6·106
Acm−2 ). This is shown in Fig. 6.7. Point 58 is an exception – it was measured after a long,
overnight break and temperature sweep. At the left hand side of the graph as indicated by
the black arrow 45mA pulses was used. In this case no clear pattern is observed. Only after
increasing the current magnitude to 55 mA a repetitive pattern of R xy changes become
visible. Long-range increasing background after the point 58 is probably a footprint of a
temperature drift resulting from non-sufficient waiting time for temperature stabilisation.
The values of Rxy significantly different from zero may arise due to a defect of the
investigated device. One type of the defect is misalignment of the transverse Hall probes.
The other possibility is a conductive defect lying on the etched trenches that can make
the current flowing not only through the central region. Effectively, in both these cases,
additional contribution of R xx to R xy signal can be present.
Two of four non-local signals for the same measurement set are presented in Fig. 6.8
(R nl2 , R nl4 ). In R nl2 and R nl4 there is also a switching pattern visible in the range of
55 mA pulses. An increase of the magnitude of the current pulse results in an increase of
the changes of the transverse resistance (Fig. 6.9). This is also visible in non-local configuration (Fig. 6.10).
After going up to I =75 mA with the magnitude of the pulsing current the resistance
drastically increases which is a sign of structural changes due to the high density of
current. It is then confirmed with the optical microscope (Fig. 6.11). 2-point measured
voltage during the pulse as a function of the current magnitude shows significant deviation
from linearity which suggests heating. It is clearer for A pulses (Fig. 6.12) and implies an
asymmetry of the device.
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Figure 6.8: R nl2 , R nl4 after each current pulse of high density.

Figure 6.9: Switching pattern of the transverse resistance after increasing the current magnitude of the pulses.
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Figure 6.10: Switching pattern of the non-local resistance after increasing the current
magnitude of the pulses applied to 65mA.

Figure 6.11: Optical picture of the destroyed device VH26PEEM RG1 after the application
of too high current.
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Figure 6.12: 2-probe U (I ) dependence where I denotes the current pulse magnitude and
U voltage measured during the pulse for VH26PEEM RG1 device. The 2-point voltages
were read during the pulsing. Deviation from linearity in case of A pulses may indicate
heating.

6.2.2

Test experiments with device VH35PEEM DEV

Another experiments in rotated geometry were performed for 4-arms device (VH35PEEM
DEV) made of CuMnAs layers grown on GaP substrate (VH35). There was a buffer layer
– 100 nm of undoped GaP grown on unintentionally doped commercial GaP substrate
wafer. 60nm of CuMnAs and 2.5 nm of capping Al layer (that undergoes oxidation to
AlOx ) was grown on top of this (Fig. 6.13).
In this case for the experiment performed in room temperature there was no clear
switching pattern observed. U (I) dependence measured during the pulses application is
shown in Fig. 6.14. When going up with the current magnitude, the curve deviated towards lower voltages around the point when switching is expected to appear. The possible
reason for this behaviour is opening an additional channel of conductivity so that the current starts to flow through a different region than the central cross. One possible candidate
is substrate – doped GaP. It is possible that the buffer layer is not intact and in the places
where its quality is deteriorated (e.g due to wire bonding) it may be the source of leakages.
To test this hypothesis, the measurement was done in lower temperatures. Since carriers
originate from deep dopants in GaP it should be possible to freeze them and suppress
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Figure 6.13: The scheme of the cross section of VH35 layer.

conductivity via substrate. After cooling the device to 100 K and stabilising the temperature the switching experiment was performed. The switching pattern is becomes clearly
visible for one of the R xy channels and all non-local signals as shown in Fig. 6.15. The data
shown were obtained for 60 mA, 50 ms current pulses in T =100 K for rotated geometry.
The ∆R is of the order of magnitude between 0.01 Ω and 0.05 Ω. The emergence of the
switching behaviour in lower temperatures clearly confirms the hypothesis of leaking the
current through the substrate in room temperature in high currents regime.
The measurements of AMR shown so far performed in new, rotated geometry revealed
characteristic switching pattern in transverse resistance and 2 non-local channels in case
of the layer grown on GaAs in room temperature. The switching pattern becomes present
in the current densities similar to reported previously [1]. The power output necessary to
perform such experiment is lower than for previous configuration. This makes it easier to
switch devices made of thicker layers using the same current sources. The destruction of
such device was observed in the central region not in the arms or connections far away
from the centre. In case of the device made on GaP doped substrate it was also possible
to observe switching pattern of the resistance after cooling to suppress the substrate
conductance. The next step is to relate the switching pattern of the resistance signals to
the magnetic state of the device. This will be done with PEEM-XMLD imaging.
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Figure 6.14: U (I) dependence for current pulses for VH35RG1 device. Two interesting
features are indicated by the green arrows. Between 30 mA and 35 mA the removal of the
defect restored linear dependence in the case of ‘v’ pulses. At 55mA the deviation towards
lower voltages than expected was observed.
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Figure 6.15: The switching pattern of one of the transverse resistances (R xy2 ), and all nonlocal resistances measured for 60 mA current pulses in T = 100 K in rotated geometry
for the VH35PEEM DEV device.
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E-beam lithography recipes

All the devices studied in this work has been performed by the lithography and wet
etching. Photo or electron-beam lithography has been used. The device processing will
be described by the example of RC84b 2 LB 3-level lithography (see Fig. 4.8 for the final
result). For other devices the analogous procedures are applied.
The first level of lithography process aims at defining the current paths through the
wet etching. Firstly, after the sample is cleaved from the wafer it is cleaned with the organic solvents - acetone and isopropanol and dried with the pure nitrogen blow. Then, the
surface cleanness is checked with the optical microscope. The sample is pre-baked on the
hot-plate according to the recommendations of the resist producer. The sample is then
covered with thin film of the resist by the spin coating method. The sample covered with
the resist is then baked on the hot-plate to evaporate the solvent. The temperature of
baking is much lower (70-90 ◦ C) than recommended by the resist producer (150 ◦ C). This
will be called low temperature baking scenario. This is to protect the AlOx cap on the
surface. To provide effective evaporation of the resist solvent the space over the hot-plate
is covered by specially adapted metal cap and pump down to reduce the pressure. After
that the sample is ready to e-beam exposure. The exact parameters of the procedures can
be found in the Table. 6.1.
The e-beam exposure has been performed using the e-beam microscope Jeol JSM6400
or Carl Zeiss SMT Neon 40 - Auriga. The definition of the regions that are supposed to be
exposed to the electron beam is prepared in the project saved in the file with .gds format
that is read by the microscope. The project is made with the NanoMaker program. Electron beam is tilted or masked by the ELPHY controllers according to this project. The
parameters of e-beam exposure are listed in the Tab. 6.1. The excerpt from the project is
shown in the Fig. 6.16. The blue shapes represents the areas that are going to be exposed
to the electron beam. The real microphotograph of the central part of the device after the
e-beam exposure and development is depicted in the Fig. 6.17.
The developer was the solution of the isopropanol and water with the volume ratio
(7:3) and the development time is 10 s. The stop solution responsible for the stopping the
development process is pure isopropanol. Afterwards, the sample is dried with the pure
nitrogen blow. The short baking (1 min in 70◦ C) is done to improve the resist adhesion
to the surface. Then the 30 s of bath in ammonia solution is used diluted to remove the
oxides from the surface and then the wet etching is performed. The etchant is the solution
of orthophosforic acid, hydrogen peroxide and water (volume ratio: 1:10:400). The etching
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Table 6.1: The first lithography level aims at etching trenches to define proper current
paths. The details of the process are indicated above.
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Figure 6.16: The project of the central part of the device for the first lithography level.
Blue and green shapes are areas that are going to be exposed to the e-beam.

Figure 6.17: The microphotograph of the central part of the device after the e-beam
exposure and development The green areas are unexposed resist and the grey shapes is
uncovered surface of the sample.
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rate is around 4 nm/s. The stop solution is pure water. Then, the sample is dried with the
nitrogen blow. The optical control with the microscope and etching depth control with
the Dektak Stylus Profiler device takes place. If the depth of etched trench exceeds the
CuMnAs layer thickness, the resist is removed with the acetone. Otherwise, the etching
procedure should be repeated until reaching the desired depth is reached. The resulting
structure after the resist removal is presented in the Fig. 6.18.

Figure 6.18: The microphotograph of the central part of the device after the etching.
The contaminations in the form of dark dots are visible. The imperfections of the etching
profile may stem from the not enough resist adhesion to the surface which in turn can be
caused by too long etching time and dipping i ammonia solution.

The second level of lithography leads to the deposition of the dielectric barrier by the
atomic layer deposition. The whole level is summarised in the Fig. 6.2.
The introductory steps are analogous to the first level, although there is a significant
difference. The resist of higher molecular weight is used (PMMA 950k instead of PMMA
200k). It gives better contrast but does not adhere so tightly to the surface as resists of
lower molecular weight. Here, the sample is prepared to the lift-off process so no tight
adhesion is desired. The result of the development process is shown in the Fig. 6.19. After
the development the sample is dipped in diluted aqueous ammonia solution for 20 s. The
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Table 6.2: The second level of lithography is deposition of hafnium oxide in the ALD
process.
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sample is dried with pure nitrogen and immediately put in the ALD load-lock chamber.
Then the thermal process of HfO2 deposition starts in 200◦ C. The details of the ALD
process including the precursors doses can be found in Table 6.3. The result of the ALD
deposition in the Fig. 6.20. The averaged measured thickness of the deposited oxide layer
is 60 nm.

Figure 6.19: The second level of lithography, the central part of the sample after the
development.
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Table 6.3: The ALD process recipe used for RC84b 2 sample fabrication in ALD chamber.
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Figure 6.20: The second level of lithography, the central part of the sample after the
deposition of the HfO2 by the ALD method.
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Finally, the third level of lithography aims at thermal evaporation of metallic gate and
contact pads. The microphotograph after the development is presented in the Fig. 6.22.
The final result after the lift-off process is presented in the Fig. 6.23.

Figure 6.21: The last level is thermal evaporation of metals onto the device.
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Figure 6.22: The third level of lithography, the central part of the sample after the development.

Figure 6.23: The third level of lithography, the central part of the sample after the thermal
evaporation of the metallic gate and contact pads.
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